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This is the 1971 Vacation issue.
And for our first trip, let us take you
on a tour of this issue. Before we begin, just squeeze the copy a little — we
don't mind. Our baby is growing steadily and now boasts a fat 64 pages and
a brand new regular feature! It's "Challenge Chatter" by Dewey Berry of
Cleveland. The recent discussions in
Feedback made clear the point that the
average dancer does not have an understanding of challenge dancing and its
place in the activity. From now on,
Dewey will present news and events
for and from our challenge dancer-readers.
Another visit on our tour is the Vacation Listing, a Nigger-than-ever compilation of places to spend a week or a
few days combining your favorite hobby with sun, sport and scenery. Check
your vacation dates with your favorite
states, or just close your eyes and pick
one — there's got to be something
there for every dancer's choice.
Stop awhile at the round dance pages (and not just to look at the cartoons that illustrate the Kimbley's
ideas). Compare the two formats for
writing round dance instructions, and
express your opinions on them. A decision on a standard format will be
made at the 20th National this sum2
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Myrtis Litman
Editorial Assistants
Mary Fabik
Mef Merrell

mer. Send your letters to us and we'll
be glad to forward them to the panel
moderators.
Tour the rest of this issue and you'll
find all the familiar features now included every month. Help us continue to
grow and to provide the kind of square
dance magazine you want to see. Send
us news, articles, ideas, success stories
for publication. Read the ads, and remember them when you are ordering
equipment, clothes, books, planning a
vacation, or hiring callers for next
year's dances.
We wish every square dance vacation could include the National Convention in New Orleans, because we're
already looking forward to our trip
south in June. SQUARE DANCE magazine will again have a double-booth
"conversation corner" where Will and
Merle Orlich will be with us to greet
old friends and meet new ones. Be
sure to make that booth a definite
stop on your New Orleans tour!
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How nice of you to take the time and
effort to send an answer to those of us
writing you about your "Feedback"
challenge article. I assure you it is because we do understand your policy of
printing personal and opposing viewpoints that most of us write to you,
most certainly not in anger.
It is your approach to ideas for bet•
terment of the activity that contribute
much to unify us as square dancers the
Please send the current
nation over
price of a subscription.
Evelyn Freese
Kettering, Ohio
. I hope you do articles on leadership.
If there's one thing this movement
needs, it's some good objective leaders.
At all levels. The times of the seventies
are going to be different than the sixties and we're going to have to adjust.
The competition for the recreation
buck is getting stronger, and somehow
we're going to have to make it easy for
people to join and stay in square dancing. Somehow!
Chip Hendrickson
Newtown, Conn.

could send an issue to him so that he
can examine your fine magazine
I read the magazine from cover to
cover and appreciate it very much
Jack Mills
FPO New York
....Wanted to let you know the article
looked great. The illustration's perfect.
Great things are happening here for
square dancing (round, tool.... We had
the first meeting of a newly formed
callers' association on Jan. 31.... You
wouldn't believe how well it went,
never saw such agreement and sincerity
in all my life
Web Witter
Austin, Texas
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We are a brand new club.... have 8
couples as members but have a lesson
group of 20 couples and a square of
teen agers. I understand you give new
people a sample -copy. I think our members as well as the lesson people might
be interested if you could do this. We
personally enjoy your magazine very
Glenda Haynes
much.
Paxton, Ill.
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scope records
PRESENTS

... Want to take this opportunity to
tell you how much we enjoy your ma
gazine. I especially enjoy the "Callers
Questions" and the "Editors' Page."
Of course, the taw flips thru for the
pictures and sketches of the square
dance dresses and often sends my hard
earned money to your advertisers for
clothes and accessories. I must also confess I have sent a dollar or two to your
advertisers
Alton Douglas
Japan
.... I was in Roosevelt Roads, Puerto
Rico last week and the Double R
Squares Club instructor expressed a
desire to receive new material for his
club. They have an instructor, but he
is not a caller and expresses a desire to
loam. I would appreciate it if you

you
63% GROWTH IN 2Y2 YEARS
AND STILL GROWING FAST!

New Release

GET ME TO THE DANCE
Scope 542, by John Winton

ZSIJURRE DANCE

ROUND DANCE
SIDE BY SIDE MIXER/ WALTZ MIXER
SC 18 (Use SC 13 if you have it)

Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money
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SC 308A — CALICO

fi One Year at SS.

Rhythm only, no melody.

Li

han and Foreign add 50c a year for postage. 0
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order) is enclosed

Two Years at $9.00
One Year at $3.
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III
by STAN BURDICK

Sometimes I just like to lean back
pensively in my overstuffed Naugahyde Recliner (circa 1900, Naugatuck,
Ct.) and have a couple of reminiscences
(not from a glass, you dum-dum). The
recliner is endorsed by my chiropractitioner, the quiet moments are prescribed by my psychiatrist (who is
forced to take a few moments alone,
himself, after I leave him) and the mental exercises in the prone state are advised by my therapeutician, who merely shakes his head when I leave him.
Anyway, I was thinking about how
succeeding generations repeat themselves in fashions, in music, in graphic
design. Suddenly what is Old is New.
Waves hit the shore, subside, and are
recreated to flood the sands once more.
Square dance basics like Cast Off are
so old their teeth have fallen out, yet
they have become so vital to today's
choreography!
The Ink Spots had something (however "square") in their singing style that
was so timeless and universal, it suddenly came back after a generation.
And none too soon, I'll opine, for it
was like a breath of fresh air compared
to a few electronic concoctions today
that pass for music.
There are a number of callers in the
north hump of New England who
would like to see the best of the traditional style of square dancing return af6

ter a generation, too. Who can say? I
thought the Ink Spots were washed out
years ago. Did anyone ever expect
them to be more than a BLOT today?
We're living in a revolutionary period. There is revolution in our streets,
in public places, in our customs, in the
world, in our colleges, and even in our
high schools. Perhaps some of us notso-old-timers in the NOW scene are
reaching backwards a trifle to desperately cling to a little THEN.
Let's at least keep square dancing
a "breath of fresh air," a fun activity,
a release from tension for a troubled
world, and not make it a struggle. Why,
just getting through the average frantic day is struggle enough — let's maintain square dancing as a pleasant change.
"It Happened At A Square Dance,"
says Dick Fleming of Quebec. It could
be called the "Caller's Dilemma" in
one act. Dick was "hashing along" confidently and watching the couples in a
certain square as his "key" people,
whom he would later depend on to resolve the square. Suddenly Dick couldn't spot the key couple at all, and he
thought he was having a mental blackout. He continued to call (as good callers should) for the benefit of the
other squares, but the inner turmoil he
went through was chaotic — his heart
was in his shoes and his brain flipped
over several times before he finally discovered the lost couple, very red-faced,
dancing in a nearby square. They had
inadvertently moved to another square,
and didn't realize how close they came
to causing poor Dick to go "bananas."
Two cups of black coffee brought him
back to normal!

The trend of the discussion this
month leads me to mention an item
that comes in handy around our house,
regularly. It is a frustration bag. No
bigger than the palm of your hand, it
is an old-fashioned bean hag, which
you can make yourself or buy from me
for a buck (sock a buck to me, and I'll
sock a bag to you). It doesn't hurt
much when you get hit with one, but
the real idea is to throw it against a
wall to dispel frustration or anger.
Here's a handy guide on "When To
Throw the Bag:"
1. When a big NAME caller comes
to town and your partner is in bed with
the flu.
2. When you're in bed with the flu,
and your partner goes to the dance
anyvl,ay, just to "help out."
3. When your corner steps on your
toes and at the same time your partner
elbows you in the ribs.
4. When the caller is saying "First
couple left, next couple right," and
your set is still doing the wheel and
deal, before the double pass thru, yet.
5. When the caller shouts "squeeze
the corner" and who should be cornering you but the original Gravel Ger•
tie or B.O. Plenty right out of the
Dick Tracy strip,

6. When the caller has said to "pair,
peel and bend" and you have just "folded, flipped and flopped."
7. When you're the program chairman, the caller fails to show up, the
dancers are waiting, and old "Bird-inthe-cage-with-57-varieties-Basil" begins
to set up his equipment to help you
out.
8. When as a caller, you drive up
to the hall you called in last year to
find it empty at a quarter to eight,
and the custodian tells you the dancers
moved to a place somewhere across
town six months ago.
9. When, as a dancer, you generously offer to help fill a square by pretending to be the "opposite sex" and
someone tells you that you should
dance like that all the time, since you
do better that way.
10. When, as a refreshment chair
man, you drop the layer cake, frosting
down, trying to open the door of the
hall.

We must move along now to our
educational "goodie - of the month"
club offering and here it is:
Do you know about graffiti That's
"art" scribbled in a phone booth or on
a tenement wall. It's as universal as
doodling. Napoleon did it. DaVinci did
it. Roger Price did it. So did Diogenes.
Back in the railroad era when
tramps were in abundance, (now they
have all been replaced by a younger
breed, called hippies) the use of signs,
symbols, graffiti or what-have-you had
a real purpose. Tramps (first called
"hoboes" in the U.S. and midwest)
used to knock authoritatively on kit chen doors, and after telling a pitiful
story, secured a quick eat-and-run

hand-out. You see, in those days tramps
put signs on one's fences or gate posts,
advertising (in hobo-code ) which
homes proved "easy touches," where
a mean dog would be encountered, etc.
to guide other tramps.
What does all this have to do with
square dancing? Well, two of those
graphic legends used then are today
coincidentally the symbols we use for
square dancing and round dancing.
The meanings are quite different, but
the designs are the same. Please observe:

•Record•

DEALERS
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment

ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago 60639
Ask about our bonus plan
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HISTORY OF

ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 1863
Sierra Vista 85635

GEORGIA
Record Center
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E.
Atlanta 30324

The interlocked circles meant to a
hobo, "Don't give up."
The interlocked squares meant "afraid," or perhaps "danger."
So, friends— "don't give up" when
you don't at first succeed trying to do
a "grand spin dixie style with an exploding clover." And by a similar token, don't be "afraid" do do a "double
reverse hitch with a cutback." After all,
a vicious dog at the gate could be
worse.
While we're talking about the symbolism of the square, we must reflect
that the square has always been a symbol of firmness, stability, and was synonymous with solid organization and
construction, throughout history. It
was used to illustrate activity and dynamism, or pure spirit. It represented
the four elements, the four seasons, the
four stages of Man's life, and especially
the four points of the compass. In
Egyptian hieroglyphics the square signifies achievement, and the square-spiral
denotes constructive, materialized energy. What a noble heritage! Doesn't
that overwhelm you?
And on that happy note we'll ride
off on our encyclopedia.

A CHAPTER FROM THE BOOK "INSTANT HASH" BY PERMISSION

INDIANA
Whirl away News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka 46544
MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield 01107
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Serv.& Callers Sup.
Route 1, Box 226
Advance, N.C. 27006
OHIO
F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609
WASHINGTON
Aqua Barn Western Shop
12301h Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle
Kappie's Record Korral
10400 Renton Ave. So.
Seattle 98178
Tango Bongo & Truck Stop available.
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by Lloyd Litman & Rickey Holden
Written in -1961, INSTANT HASH was the
first definitive explanation and handbook
on the "new" kind of calls. A review of the
history of hash can be interesting and informative, if readers remember that references
to the square dance picture date back 10
years.

American square dance "hash" is a
mixture of figures which come one after another so quickly that often there
is no real figure pattern. Other names
for the same thing are scrambled eggs,
chop suey, potpourri, medley, mixture, etc.
While square dancing itself is definitely of British origin, the caller or
"shouter-out" is strictly an American
development. It is the American caller
who developed the adlibbed directional call, and it is the American caller
who developed hash.
The mania for hash is not new. Generally it seems to follow the development of "hot," or active square dance
areas. For instance, the El Paso, Texas,
area was one of the few great ones of
pre-World War II square dancing. Hash
was a regular part of El Paso square
dancing in the late 1930's, and for
many years before.
In the days of "traditional" square
dancing - generally before World War

II — the repertoire of figures was rather limited. Most good callers knew
fifteen to twenty visiting couple figures, one or two "split ring" an
"lines of three" formation figure
(usually including Right Hand Up,
Left Hand Under, and perhaps the
Texas Star. Lines of four were rare,
"goal post" figures more so, the possibilities of "grand right and left" were
pretty simple, and "allemande thar"
was unknown.
Then, callers began to be a little
more clever, and instead of having a
couple visit every other couple with
the same figure, couple one would visit
couple two with Take A Peek, then
Swing at the Wall with the next, and
Dig for the Oyster with the last. We
well remember that this sort of visiting
couple hash was thought just awfully
clever at a Sacramento, California festival in 1947.
About 1938 Lloyd Shaw introduced
us to "allemande thar" and about then
Raymond Smith started calling "allemande O." Then Jack Hoheisal lumped
these as "away you go" and awa-a-ay
we went with the first real hashing
breaks. From Oklahoma folklore, via
Dallas, came "red hot," then Fenton
Jones came out with Texas Tornado
in 1949 and Throw in the Clutch in
1950 and star-thar hash became popular. These two are symmetrical hash
involving no change in order of people,
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merely a shift of one gear (the ladies)
within another .(the men), which is
why we think of this as gearshift or
clutch hash.
In 1945 Charley Thomas introduced
the Four Poster Bed; from this, or independently, Herb Greggerson started
calling Split the Ring and Around Just
One. Thus was started goal post hash
where two inactive couples stand still
like goal posts while the others manipulate thru and around them.
With the newly popular figures
came new word definitions and basic
movements, old quadrille movements
which originally had to be memorized,
phrase by phrase to the music, could
now be reconstructed quickly by the
caller and adlibbed easily to the dancers. These "basics" developed rapidly,
■;;I 11;2;
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especially in the 1950s.
succeeding generations of
As
"young squirts" overcame their awe of
tradition, which said a dance must
always be called the same way, they
often put everything together and
called all they knew before they quit.
When they knew the same few figures
each hash became like all the others.
tillndern callers are likely to fall into
the same trap, But the good ones do
better. And the difference is that there
are more really good geometric patterns possible today than ever before.
A particularly strong source of good
ideas has been the Northern California
S/D Association Workshop which started in 1952. Boasting such geniuses of
figure arrangement as Madeline Allen,
Bill Castner and Jim York, and first

source of such (now) common terms
as "dixie chain," "double pass thru,"
"those who can," etc., this workshop
and its notes were for a number of
years the source of smart material for
most of the alert callers and for the
leading square dance magazines as
well.
There are now in different areas a
number of such workshops, rapidly
publishing notes on figure arrangements which spread all over the country two or three months after publication.
Since 1950 figures and formations
have spread, generally from the West
Coast, in waves of popularity in about
the following order: "hashing breaks,"
=ison.c=i
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SOFT SOLE

5" TRI-STATE
SQUARE DANCE
FESTIVAL

"star-thar," "goal post figures," "diagonal goal post" or "head gents with
corner" figures and Arkie types, "double pass thru," "lines of four," "wheel
around" or "Route" formations; and
now we seem to be in a state of shifting from one to another of these formations, mixing many parts together.
Thus we combine and a new style of
figure develops, the "hot hash."
Hash came from the callers. It is
loved by most dancers. And it is here
to stay! A lot of it is junk, perhaps, as
you would find in any common pot.
But those connoisseurs of us who eat
often know that good hash house eating can be as nourishing as the best
in the world.

RUTH & REUEL DETURK
1606 Hopmeodow Street

SHOES

Simsbury, Conn. 06070
SEND FOR OUR
MAIL ORDER CATALOG

COMPLETELY CUSHIONED
for CLOUD-NINE COMFORT
SIZES 6 thru 12
Please add $1.00 postage

EXPECTING 6000 DANCERS
UNDER ONE ROOF

COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
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ll RED
BOOT

SEPTEMBER 10-11, 1971
NEW RELEASES:

at the new NOTRE DAME CONVOCATION CENTER
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

RED BOOT RECORDS PRESENT:
RB 114 LOOKING OUT MV BACK DOOR
called by TED FRYE
RB 115 DADDY IS A SQUARE DANCE
CALLING MAN by Bob Vinyard
RB 116 MAKE THE WORLD GO AWAY

HAVE FUN IN '71 AT THE "LITTLE NATIONAL"
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1971
CAROLINA SUMMER FESTIVALS
MONTREAT, N.C. — July 1,2,3,4
FESTIVAL AND CALLERS COLLEGE
STAFF: Louis Calhoun, Dave Taylor, Don
Williamson, Willard Orlich, Iry & Betty Easterday, Ernie Kinney (Friday only)
CROSSNORE, N.C. — TWO BIG WEEKS
July 29, 30, 31
STAFF: Ken Anderson,
Ted Frye, Don Williamson, Ted & Lols Mack
August 5, 6, 7
STAFF: Jack Lasry, Bill
Peterson, Don Williamson, Ted & Lois Mack

Write: DON WILLIAMSON
Rt. 8 — College Hills

Greeneville, Tennessee 37743

called by DON WILLIAMSON
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One of the overlooked tasks that
come our way as square dance callers is
that of Master of Ceremonies. This may
be at a festival, or in some instances, at a
one night stand where we are working.
At the one night stand, it is often because we know how to handle the sound
system and have been acting as the leader
for the evening that the task of MC is
thrust upon us.
According to the dictionary, an
MC is a person appointed to supervise matters of formal procedure and provide for
a continuity of the program. In square
dancing, the continuity of the program is
our main purpose. In order to do this,
there are some basic rules that we must
follow if we are to do the job well.
We must be thoroughly acquainted
with the sound system, and if there is a
sound technician working the master controls, we should have a set of signals
worked out with him. This requires some
planning and forethought, plus being in
the hall before the program begins. It is
quite possible to work out details with a
sound technician or study a sound system
once the program gets under way. The
reason for putting sound first is that it is
the responsibility of the MC to do all in
his power to make the callers he introduces sound as good as possible.
The MC should also have all of the
background material available on each individual caller who will be working during
his hour. These callers depend on the MC
to make sure that every dancer in the hall
knows who is calling and where he is from.
The dancers at festivals do not usually
know, and many of them do not care, but
as MC you should make them know. You
have to be able to keep their attention
during the introduction, and it is very important that you do not give the name of
the person you are introducing until all
are listening. That is why you need the
background material. It gives you a chance
to start talking and to get their attention.
This would not be too difficult a job if
all the callers who taught the people how
to dance also taught them some manners.
Since this seldom is the case, we have to
work at getting their attention.
12

There are many ways of doing this.
Some of the more common are: 1. Just
start talking and keep it up until they
quiet down. 2. Use a record with bugle
calls on it and use the cavalry charge this works but is rather harsh and should
only be used in extreme cases. 3. Start
calling a square; even the most talkative
dancer will usually be quiet when the dancing starts. 4. If you tell jokes, you might
tell a short one, but this can be suicide un
less you have the ability to tell them well.
No matter how you do it, it is in your responsibility to get their attention when
you introduce your callers. When
they have finished their calling, it is always wise to mention their names again,
and say something nice about their calling. This may seem to be overdoing it a
little, but let's face it — these callers are
working at these affairs for no pay and
they must have recognition if their time
is to be of any value to them.
The MC should be sure to find out
beforehand who is going to do singing
calls and who is going to do patter. He
should also have some idea what singing
calls have been done in the previous hour,
so that there is not too much repetition
in the program. He cannot tell the callers
what to do, but he can let them know if
there was a caller who did the same call
they plan on using, just a short time before. The MC should also keep time on
how long the callers are working, so that
no one gets more than his share of time at
the mike. This requires tact, but it is very
important. Many callers in their enthusi
asm forget that there are other fellows
waiting for a chance. When you are MC
you have to let them know that you are
in charge for that hour. If they have been
around, they will cooperate, and if they
do not, you have many ways of getting
them to do so without arguing with them.
Callers have no right to expect the MC to
build them up with a great introduction
if they give him a hard time at the start.
Another task of the MC is to run
the rounds for the hour he is working,
(or to supervise the R/D schedule). He
must see that the breaks are not too long,
and that the round dance portion, of the

program flows smoothly. If the festival
is very large, you may have trouble getting the square dancers to move out of
the way for the round dancers. This is the
time to use the large circle technique of
setting up the rounds. Have all of the
round dancers who are going to dance the
round that is programmed, join hands in
a circle. Then have all the square dancers
who are inside the circle move out of the
way. It is usually a good idea for the
round dance program to be set up this
way at the start, but many times this is
forgotten and it is up to the MC to take
care of it if and when the need arises.
One question that always occurs how much time should the MC call during the hour he is working as MC. This is
debatable, and there are two schools of
thought. One is that he has been asked to
MC because he is known, and does not
need as much recognition. Therefore, he
should not call at all. The other is that he
should open and close the program of the
hour. This should be decided before the
program starts and each MC should receive his instructions prior to the beginning of the program. If he doesn't, he can
make his own decisions and do as he
things right and proper.
Keep in mind that when you are
asked to MC at a festival, it is because
someone thinks that you have enough
ability to keep the party flowing smoothly and enough appeal to attract some dancers to the hall where you are working.
Consider it an honor, and do your best
to keep the program moving and to make
the callers working with you for that
hour glad that they had you for an MC,
and not some glory seeker who only
cared about himself.

by Earl Johnston
from Northern Junket, Keene, N.H.
Earl Johnston is one of the finest callers
in the country. This article is from a talk
that he presented at a New England Callers Clinic several years ago.
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CALLER-LEADER
t5•1/41/4.9-b DIRECTORY

PROMENAD HALL
7897 Taft St.
Merrillville, Ind. 46410

CALLERS,

Kentucky Dam Village State Park
Write: Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071

For information, call 219-887-1403
TOTAL SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM!

8th ANNUAL ROUND-O-RAMA

FOUR GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING
Fun Fest, Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup,

LEADERS,
BOTH
"LOCAL"
AND
"NATIONAL"
ARE

Don Belvin
1002 Oak Drive
Manchester, Tenn 37355
Caller for M.A.T. records

INVITED

Sonny Bess
646 Adams Avenue
Huntington, W. Va.25701
Teacher, Caller for 1Nkshps, festivals, etc

ABOUT

Gordon Densmore
2451 Haines Rd .
Madison, Ohio 44057
Clubs, workshops, clinics
Dean Dreyer
385 Melmore
Tiffin, Ohio 44883
Dance with Dear.'
Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd Rt 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Recording on TOP, tours
Dave Friedlein 216-543-5882
18313 Haskins Rd.
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022
Sat. note most anywhere- Call me
Dave 'Hash - Hass
P 0 Box 5
East Hampton, Conn 06424
Now booking for 197273.

TO
INQUIRE

Jack Hosken
220 Meadow Hill Lane
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022
In Ohio April 15 - Nov. 15
OR
2 N River Place
Ocean Breeze Park
Jensen Beach, Ha. 33457
In Florida Nov. 15 - April 15
Dick Kenyon
598 Mayfield Or.
Lansing, Mich.
Hash, sings, anytime. anywhere

NAMES

Buck Markley
Rt. 3, Box 80
Fairmont, W. Va. 26554

AND

Write for open dates.

ADDRESSES

Russ Perfors
992 Tioga Trail
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
For fun: Rustle your Bustle with Russell

LISTING

ON
THIS
PAGE
FOR
BETTER

Bill Ryan
138 University
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214
Recording on 'Top - tours,

CONTACTS

May 29-31, Fease's Shady Rest Lodge,
Rhinelander, Wisc. Contact: Rosemarie and
Elmer Elias, instructors; 5106 S. Menard Dr.
New Berlin, Wis. 53151.

Accent on Rounds w/Squares, Spring &

SHIN-DIG
May 28, 29, 30, 31, 1971
AMERICANA HOTEL, Miami Beach

MANNING PARK WEEKEND- May 14-16
Manning Park, British Columbia
Staff: Vic & Doreene Harris; Burt & June Har-

For brochure: Dot Schmidt, 200 N.E. 169th,
North Miami Beach, Fla. 33162.

vie; Alf & Elizabeth Evans. Contact: Vic Harris, 20086 Grade Cresc. R.R. 2, Langley, B.C.

LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS
CLUBS
LEADERS

BADGES THAT SAY HELLO— Any
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock.
Can copy any design or motif, or design a new badge for you. Send in
sketch for free club samples.

I red staecien
P.O, Box 446
Palmer Lake, Colo. 801.13

Write for new free 284 goofy saying and
296 fun qualifying badge booklets, just re-

Midwest & Rocky Mt. States, 71, 72, 73

leased. Badges: standard $1.10; deluxe $1.35.

Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452
Open dates -- western style
Bob Wickers
714 La'Marite Dr .
Manchester, Mo. 63011
Traveling lull time anywhere
Deuce Williams
3955 West Point Ave.
Dearborn His , Mich. 48125
The Rhythm Dealer - Hash & Songs
web Witter
2904 Northeast Dr.
Austin, Texas 1812

Willie Harlan
P 0 Box 338
Vi-Ida, Oklahoma 74301
For the best in square dancing

Square Tunes recordings for fun

Frannie Heintz
27 Flynt Ave
Monson, Mass 01057
Dance with con-fer-dance!

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks 67556
71-73 Calendar available- vinyl cover
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For colorful brochure, write tour escort Kenn
Reid, 503 N 1st St. 42B, El Cajon, Cal 92021.

SEPTEMBERFEST
Sept. 25 - Oct. 2, 1971
90/10 dancing in two halls at

THEIR AREA

Stan Burdick
Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44810
Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO

SWING THRU EUROPE S/D Tour, Aug 25Sept. 15: England, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Switztil and, France- dancer's delight.

DANCE INFORMATION AND
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT

CONTACT THESE CALLER LEADERS FOR

Dick Bayer
9099 Parshaliville Rd
Fenton, Michigan 48430
Blue Star Recording Artist

places
to dance

New and used sound equipment— all
makes and power sizes, featuring Bogen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes:
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure;
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony
tape recorders. Recording Tape AudioSony- Reel- Cartridge- Cassette.
Other equipment: sound columns, monitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" record envelopes: clear plastic & green
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors.
S/D Boosters bumper strips, auto antenna flags, decals, license plates.
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICE-5
BOB ROTTMAN
11041 So. Talman Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60655
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527

Fall 1971. Write Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733

AUERBACH PRESENTS
*Flip Instrumentals
BLUE STAR
LP Album 1018- Blue Star presents Dave Taylor, with Dances Taylored by Taylor
LP Album 1019-Blue Star presents Al Brownlee, Gold Record Stereo Album
1895 Dixie Bell, Caller: Marshall Flippo.
1894 Because I Love You, Caller: M. Flippo•
1893 Nobody But A Fool, Caller: Al Brownlee*
1892 With You Alone, Caller: Jim Brower•
1891 Fortuosity, Caller: Bob Flsk
1890 Early Morning Rain, Caller: Bob Flsk •
1889 Our Red Head, Cliff & Lorraine Hendricks
Violin Waltz, Oscar & Fran Schwartz (R/D)
1236-- Best Things In Life Are Free, Caller:
Red Donaghe•
1235- El Cumbanchero, Caller: Chuck Bryant.
1234- Kansas City Song, Caller: Lem Gravelle*

LORE
1125 Everything A Man Could Ever Need, Caller: Jack Cloe•
1124- Maggie, Caller: Johnny Creel.
1123- If The World Keeps On Turning, Caller:
Bill Schutz•
1122- Walk Right Back, Caller: Don wnitaker•
SWINGING SQUARE
2355 Money Can't Buy Love, Caller: Jerry LeBlanc
2354- Ring Of Fire, Caller: Harry Tucciarone.Jr..
2353- Pocket Full Of Dreams, Caller: Gene Pearson
ROCKIN A
1352- I Get The Blues When It Rains, Caller:
Paul ChIlders•
1351Never Love Another, Caller:
Paul Childers•
1350- Railroad Bum, Caller: Bill Wilson•
1349- My Love, Caller: Earl Wright*

Aterrbach Record Service
P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas
15

Zea,ta de /loteitecao
Raufect

2,4 aace4

by Pat & Louise Kimbley

INSTRUCTIONS — ROUND DANCE TWO
1-4
MEAS. TWO-STEP; TWO-STEP; TURN
STEP.
In SCP do
2 fwd two
TWO turning two-steps;
STEP;
steps LOD;
in CP
TURN TVVO-STEP;
progress
LOD with 2
RF

Seee tie ilote,ricaa RaceNd Deutce4
International dance figures and terms are being introduced in round
dancing • Name the type of dance.

INSTRUCTIONS — ROUND DANCE WALTZ
POSIT/ON: In
Open: Dance
:
CP M Fcg LOD.
MEAS. (L) TURN WALTZ; (L) TURN VVALTZ (Face L00);
1-4
2 LF
OPEN TELEMARK (to SCP); THRU, SIDE/CLOSE, SIDE;
(Openwaltz
turns to end facing LOD
telemark)
M fwd
L turning
(VV
RLOD)
in SCar Pos.
LP
to L
face
around
W
pivoting
LF to face LOD,
fwa
LOD in SCP (W
w
eight),
COH,
side
in
back R turning on R heel and drawing L Quickly
to R
(noR
chasse)
thruon
R. L.
turning
to face
left/
place
fwci
LOD
on
R
in
SCP);
(Syncopated
CloseStep
Ft,
sollekol■
dir

side L.

otner Id wall

side

It is 2 steps same 1001—
I have IP% • cues right hang,

It is the paso doble; double
step. I have the cues right
here.

ELIMINATE REPETITION
DOUBLE NUMBERING CAUSES CONFUSION.

V

hilimommir

THE TWO STEP HAS VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS.
THEY NEED THE BASIC CUE FORMAT Nam/mks

INSTRUCTIONS — AMERICAN R/D TWO-STEP
In Basic Cue Format
Meas. Cues:
Descriptions:
1.2 TWO FWD
In SCP step fwd LOD on L, close R, Fwd L, ;
TWO-STEPS
Fwd R, close L, fwd R, —Turn to face wall
blending to CP;
.14
TWO TURNIn CP step side L, close R, turn I/4 right and step
ING TWOback on L (W fwd R between ptnr's feet), —; conSTEPS
tinue turning side R, close L, fwd R to face wall,—;

16

BE CONSISTENT— Name the dance figure in bold print
(for prompting); the positions and steps in fine print (for
learning) so that anyone in a foreign or remote area may
learn the dance from the instruction sheet.

BASIC CUE FORMAT INSTRUCTIONS: ROUND DANCE
TYPE: International Waltz
Meas: Cues:
DescriptiOnS:
1-2
TWO LEFT
In CP fcg LOD start left turn fwd L,R,cinse L facing RLOD;
TURNS TO
still turning left step back, R, L, close R facing LOD L nips ad,,
SIDECAR
OPEN TELEFwd L turning Left to face COH, side R pivoting left to face
MARK
LOD, fwd L LOD (W back R turning on R neel and drawing L
quickly to R tch, Step in place on L, fwd LOD on R) in SCP;
SYNCOPATED Step thru R, turning to face ptnr and wall, side L/close R.
CHASSE
side L;
17

AUSTRALIAN
ROUNDUP

)

GRENN
Newest Rounds

GR 14145

ESPRITE D'TANGO
by Jack & Rita Laplante

SAYS MY HEART
by Charlie & Nina Ward

Newest Mixer

GR 15011

MERRY WIDOW WALTZ MIXER
by Leon & Anne Trainer

MANNING'S MIXER
Old favorite by Manning & Nita Smith

TOP
Newest Flip Square TOP 25230

DOWN TO NEW ORLEANS

Newest Hoedowns TOP 25231

BRACKEN
DORSET

b y Emanuel Doming, Jackson, Miss.

Instrumental Only

Twel g renn
(Dealers Only)
Round Dance
Special Pressings

DECCA 1901

Folsom Prison Blues/
Birth Of The Blues

New Cardioid
Mikes

RANWOOD 842/100

Gentle Samba/ Calcutta

Electro-Voice 670V

with built-in mike volume control
and carrying case — $54.30
S20.00

Electro-Voice 621

Tom McGrath and his wife Chick are
Americans who have lived in Sydney,
Australia, since 1959. They learned to
square dance in California, and Tom
has been calling since 1961 with two
weekly clubs at present. After reading
about "square dance round-ups" in the
South Pacific S/D Review, your editors asked Tom to explain what these
"round-ups" were. Here is his answer,
with some additional facts about
square dancing in Australia.

Square dancing got its start in Australia in the early 1950's. Joe Lewis
came out and taught Texas style dan cing. Little by little we have changed
over to California style (the box the
gnat— walk around your left hand lady,
etc.) We do allemandes and arm turns
with the hands up, allemande thar
19
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with the elbow hook, and promenade
skaters waltz style. Otherwise except
for the roundup we dance the same as
in the U.S.
Just about all the clubs in Australia
are caller promoted. There are very
few private clubs. It is quite a struggle
most of the time to keep our numbers
up but we manage. Our overall average
age groups are younger, so we tend to
dance more quickly with a spring rather
than flat footed. At times it seems we
are ahead of some parts of the U.S.,
and at other times woefully behind.
A square dance round-up is the
method we always use to form squares
on the dance floor. I believe that first
the reader should understand how our
clubs are run to understand why we
use round-ups. We do not run square
dance clubs on a couples-only basis,
not even on the principle of admitting
one man for each woman in the hall.
This means that at any dance you
could have extra men or extra women.
So, if we squared up all night, the
same person or persons could be left
sitting on the sidelines. (They wouldn't
be back the next night, would they?)
I've never found out for sure how the
round-ups started, but one story told
to me was that during the early square
dance boom days in the fifties, a very
popular caller in Melbourne used to
call almost nightly to three or four
thousand dancers in three different
halls at the same time, through loud
speakers. He started using round-ups
to give over five to six hundred extra
women a chance to dance. We use the
round-up to form squares for every
bracket of dancing. (A bracket is usually two singing calls and a hoedown
except in very warm weather.)
The round-up is perhaps the best
method of getting people to mix, getting the shy dancer up, giving the less
skilled dancer a chance to dance, and
eliminating cliques.
What is a round-up? I will explain
it to you exactly as we explain it to
beginners. They usually get it on the
first or second try. We start with one
couple standing side by side in the cen20

ter of the hall about ten feet out from
the stage facing the caller. The man is
on the caller's left and the lady is on
the caller's right. (The lady is on the
man's left.) Everyone who wishes to
dance lines up behind them, men in
one line, ladies in the other, forming
two single lines side by side. When the
music is played (hoedown records
mostly) they turn inward and go down
the center as a couple, holding hands,
of course! Each pair in turn comes to
the front and turns in to follow them
down the hall between the lines. At the
far end of the hall, the first couple
goes left, the second couple right, and
every other couple goes left or right.
They then return to the front of the
hall where the first two couples join
hands in a line of four, and head for
the far end of the hall, where the first
four go left and the second four go
right, and so on. They now return to
the front to turn in and join hands in
lines of eight, heading for the far end
of the hall where they circle eight and
then square up. This may sound like a
lot of time consuming effort, but we
have proven this is quicker than squaring up. For one thing, the caller should
only have one square to fill up, and he
can ignore those who did not get into
the roundup, if he chooses. Also, the
dancers who really wish to sit out one
bracket, or rest, just do not get into
the roundup, and so are not pressured
reluctantly into dancing in order to
fill the squares on the floor.
We do have couple round-ups some
times. This is when couples get into the
round-up as pairs. At big dances we
have double round-ups to take care of
large crowds.
Round-ups may have some drawbacks and nothing is perfect, I suppose.
Round-ups suit our square dancers,
and most of them will not have it any
other way. As a caller, I can definitely
recommend using the round-ups to any
caller who has ever put on a one night
dance for a hundred or more shy teenagers, or oldies, and has faced the problem of getting them up to square
dance.

GOLD RECORD AWARD
(See cover)

Tex Brownlee was presented a
Gold Record on January 2, 1971, by
Blue Star Recording Co., Houston,
Texas, for his record sales of 500,000
western square dance records. He has
been recording for Blue Star since
1962.
Al Brownlee — Tex to thousands
of square dancers — is the smallest big
man in the square dance business. Because small size precluded purchasing
ready made square dance clothing, he
learned to make his own and is a master tailor.
Tex, director of recreation at Fontana Village Resort, is a person with
seeming inexhaustible energy. He has
a deserved reputation as one of the
best western style square dance callers
in the nation. He started as a professional caller in 1949, has toured the
United States 41 times, and has called
in many parts of Canada and Alaska.
He was on the staff of Lighted Lantern, Golden, Colorado for twelve consecutive years and has called for many

associations, federations, festivals, state
conventions and national conventions
throughout the United States.
Tex is host caller for the eight dance
vacations held annually at Fontana
Village. Each festival has its own staff,
and its own loyal dancers, and eight
weeks a year the resort's recreation
hall resounds to the music of the Fontana Ramblers, who provide excitement for a hall full of happy people.
Tex and his wife, Jean, call Fontana
Village home where they live six
months of the year while Tex is kept
busy planning recreation daily for
1200 to 1600 people.
In commemoration of his gold record, Brownlee will have a new release
a long-playing stereo record which will
include some of his most popular
square dance selections.
SQUARE DANCE magazine is happy and proud to claim Tex as a member of the magazine's National Advisory Board. He has written several articles for publication.
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WASHINGTON FALL COTILLION

Bert Club Trick

November 18 - 19 - 20
1971

Square
Dance
Paradise

Original writeups on unique and successful clubs are solicited from readers for use on this page.

Wouldn't it be refreshing to belong
to a club that has no dues, no by-laws,
no constitution, no business meetings,
no elected officers, only the "best" callers in the business, over 200 couple
members, a friendly atmosphere, and
new couples to meet at every monthly
dance session?

at the Fabulous
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D.C.

featuring
,Zq uares
• Ken Bower
• Curley Custer
• Decko Deck
• Bill Addison

• Jon Jones

• Jack Laity

• Sparkey Carlton
• Nick Petrone

• Keith Gulley
• Ed Sparrough

• Jack Hague
• Jim Schnabel
• Paul Hartman
• Les Chewrung

Rounds

• Tom & Betty Jayne
Johnston
• Blackie & Dottie
Heatwole

• Ray & Eloise Appel
• MANNING AND NITA
SMITH

• Leroy & Anita Stark

SEND RESERVATIONS TO' Ralph & Joanna Voight (301) 530 8236
6211 Rockhurst Rd , Bethesda, Md. 20034
Name.
,Itreet a No

Slate

City

Badge Names

Phone

Registration for
Entire three day Cotillion, 56 00 per person

Full Refunds on Cancellations until October 15, 1971
NO REFUNOS THEREAFTER

Friday only; 53.50 per person
Saturday only, 54 50 per person
Enclosed: S

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO WASHINGTON COTILLION 1

for
dancers.
ALL HOTEL REGISTRATIONS MUST BE MADE THROUGH THE DANCE REGISTRAR
P14.14 00 NOT sand depot., fur Mom' Room 1

Please reserve (Check accommodation desired):
Single with bath (one person per room)
Twins with bath
Perim (Small) and One Bedroom with bath
Parlor Ilargal and One Bedroom with bath
'Plus D.C. tax.

22

$18.00•
24 00'
Check hotel
Check hotel

4

The club is the three-year-old Northway Squares which derives its name
from the renowned Northway, or Interstate 87, the highway that opened
the door to the Adirondacks in upper New York state, from Albany to Plattsburgh.
"87" is a special number for the club. Originally, back in January, 1968,
when Bill and Mary Jenkins of Minerva, dreamed up the club concept, they
sought to obtain 87 couples. That goal was surpassed eight months later; a
new goal of 87 squares was set. Northway members must belong to other clubs
to be eligible and presently 80 clubs are represented in the membership. The
clubs are not only in close proximity to the famed route, but also from a
half dozen states.
The Jenkins, the Campbells, the Parents and the Benjamins have managed
club affairs from the beginning, and are designated Couples 1,2,3 and 4 on
the "Square Committee." Continuity of leadership has had much to do with
the club's success, When any couple elects to retire, he will choose a successor.
The eye-catching red, white and blue badges carry the shape of the Interstate signs. At the big Fourth of July parade at Schroon Lake this summer,
members will be wearing appropriate costumes, too — blue skirts with red
trim and white blouses for the gals, and red ties against white shirts for the
men. There will be a caravan of trailers and a float from Canada.
Members are asked to: 1. Promote square dancing for fun and recreation
along the Northway. More dancing, less talk. 2. Be a member of at least one
other club. 3. Buy a badge. 4, Volunteer to help. 5. Pay for the dance as they
dance (S3.00 couple). 6. Offer donation for mailing, if convenient.
Mary and Bill would like to see the Northway idea be adopted by other
groups who are on or near Interstate Highways. "Wouldn't it be great," they
ask, "to see many country-wide Interstate badges popping up everywhere at
the National Conventions?" We agree, and we salute this extraordinary club.
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HURON OHIO

Vas/ 136LVIN

MANCHESTER, TENNESSEE

HOICE ACCOMODATIONS NOW

LOW RATES

at -cabutous GILVETZBAY resort
ON LAKE GEORGE, N.Y.
affiliated with the Y.M. C.A.
Writ* to P.O.BOX 788

SANDUSKY, 0. 44870

•
••

calling
tips

•

FOUR-FOLD WORKSHOPS

For you callers who are involved
in conducting general purpose workshops for square dancers, may we submit the proposition that a good allpurpose workshop can be divided into
four equal parts, both time-wise and
emphasis-wise? Try this sequence on
for size at your next workshop:
PART A— (first half hour) "BRUSHSHOP"—Use only familiar material and
review material. Keep 'em all dancing.
Warm them up. Smooth out the rough
edges.
PART B— (second half hour)"ADVENTURE TRIP"— Walk thru several
of the BEST new basics that you suspect will last a while, and dance them
thoroughly from all set-ups.
PART C— (third half hour) "REVIVAL TIME" —Examine a few of
the "Oldies" that are still with us
(which are often brand new to one
and two-year dancers) and review troublesome spots observed in Part A.
PART D— (fourth half hour) "The
SHOWCASE"— Take a brief walk-thru
and combined talk-dance-thru a few of
the very latest way-out or transient (?)
movements as you would introduce a
casual acquaintance (who might return)
to a friend of yours. Finish off with
general dancing of selected material
based on what was used earlier. Keep
final selection easy — leave 'em smiling!
ASSETS OF A GOOD CALLER

IDEAL FAMILY SPOT
24

In a survey taken at the Central
Nebraska Callers Association meeting,
the callers listed the five most important assets of a caller as follows: 1.
Strong, clear voice, 2. Good personality, 3. Good rhythm, 4. Leadership, 5.
Friendliness. The dancers' list was very

similar: 1. Clear, plain voice, 2. Good
personality, 3. Friendly, 4. Good equipment, 5. Ability to call to dancers'
level.
Some of the other assets listed by
callers were: a willing wife, a good appearance, talent, good knowledge of
basics, teaching ability and up-to-date
material. Dancers thought a caller
should be on time, have the ability to
sing, have a good balance of music and
voice, be good looking and cheerful,
and have a cooperative attitude.

from the Nebraska Roundup
BE WELL-ROUNDED, TOO

The caller should not hold aloof
from those full length simple round
dances. He should join his dancers on
the floor and learn just-as-one-of-the
gang. He loses no prestige by doing
this, and each time it reminds him
again that good phrasing belongs to
both kinds of dancing and is a basic
essential to our kind of dance fun.

by Gordon Moss as quoted in Fla. Grapevine

ALL-AROUND GOOD MEASUREMENTS

Beauty queens have surface measurements but in recent years more importance is placed on personality.
Sometimes having a great personality
gets more repeat bookings for a caller
than technical know-how. ATTITUDE
may spell success quicker than talent or
lack of it. A tennis player that is good
is ALL-AROUND good. He knows the
game inside and out, he has a good
slice, drive, backhand, forehand, lob,
hard serve, etc. If he has a weak point,
he works to perfect it, off-court. Work
on your weak points. Do you "comeon-strong" to your dancers? That's
personality. Do they clap loudly at the
end of every tip? Do they come up by
the dozens after the dance to thank
you? Do they linger afterwards to "effervesce?" Can you elicit a smile, a
whoop, and an ovation from the dancers? These are good tape measures.
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25; New Orleans R/D Festival, Bar-None
Ranch. Write Opal Goodman, P.O. Box 11,
St. Rose, La. 70087.

iikrieftfteomj

30- May 2; 24th Silver State S/D Festival, Reno, Nevada. Write Elma & Syl Buonanoma, 875 Helvetia Ave., Reno 89502.
30- May 1; 12th Ann. Buckeye S/D Convention, Columbus, Ohio. Write P.O. Box 2471,
Columbus, Ohio 43216.
30-May 1; May Festival, Big Spring, Texas.
Write Ted & Deloris Breske, 222 Goodhue,
San Antonio, Tex. 78218.
30-May 2; 5th Ann. Gallie S/D Festival, Gallipolis Fair Grounds, Gallipolis, 0. Write Sonny Bess, 646 Adams, Huntington, W.Va.
30-May 2; May 14-16; Jug End Barn Vacations. Write Al & Bea Brundage, 83 Michael
Rd. Stamford, Conn. 06903.

4roillitt&Itirry
TO HAVE FUN

30-May 2; May 7-9; 14-16; 21-23; 28-30;
June 4-6; Chula Vista Resort, Wisc. Dells,
Wisc. Write Vera Kaminski at the resort,
Wisc. Dells, Wisconsin 53965.

AT A

SQUARE DANCE VACATION

Joe and Betty Exnicios of Metairie, La.,
execute a twirl during their square dance
vacation at Fontana Village, N.C.

APRIL
Every first weekend, April thru December,
Las Vegas Extravaganza. Write B-Sharps S/D
Center. 115 S. 8th St., Las Vegas, Nev.89101
2-3; 21st Annual SW Kansas 5/0 Festival,
Dodge City, Ks. Write Les & Betty Houser,
2211 3rd, Dodge City, Ks. 67801.
2-3; 16th Ann. Central Miss. S/D Festival.
Jackson YWCA. Write Roy Starnes, Rt. 2,
Box 156, Raymond, Mississippi 39154.
16-18; 12th Ann. KSDA Spring Festival,
Louisville, Ky. Write Bill & Jo Moore, 804
Denmark Ave., Louisville, Ky. 40215.
16-18; Concord Weekend at Garden Hotel,
Concord, Cal. Write Dottie Kiefer, 4511 Red
Hill Circle Dr., Tiburon, Cal. 94920.
16-18; Rough River Roundup S/D Weekend,
R.R. Dam State Pk, Hardinsburg, Ky. Write
Frank & Phyl Lehnert, 2844 109th St., Toledo, Ohio 43611.
16-18: Spring Spin, Titusville, Pa. Write Ron
Schneider, 19351 E. Bagley Rd., Middleburg
Hts., Ohio 44130.
16-17; 11th Ann. Square-O-Rama, Princess
Martha Hotel, St. Petersburg, Fla. Write Art
Springer, 3401 Taliaferro, Tampa, Fla.
17; 11th Spring S & R/D Festival, Akron, O.
Write Donna Long, 2494 Fourth St., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44221.
17-25; Jamaica Vacation- Carib Ocho Rios.
Write Al & Bea Brundage, 83 Michael Rd.,
Stamford, Ct. 06903.
17; Mountain Lake Festival, Lynchburg, Va.
Write Jim Harlow, Box 900, Lynchburg, Va.
18; Mid-State Festival, Columbus, Neb. Write
Harold Bausch. Leigh, Neb. 68643.
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18; 15th Ann. Spring Fest, Chicagoland R/C
Leaders, Blue Moon Ballroom, Elgin, Ill.
Write Mel & Marge Rummell, 1737 W. 105tt
St., Chicago 60634.
18; Altamont Station Squares April Shower
S/D, LaSalette Seminary Gym. Write Al Capetti, Box 47 Rt. 1, Delanson, NY 12053.
18; 8th Annual Promenade Jamboree, Sports
Arena, Toledo, Ohio. Write Shirley Johnson,
1250 Erie Rd., Erie, Michigan 48133.
23; Gateway Festival, Belle Clair Exposition
Hall, Belleville, Ill. Write Jo Coosey, 20 Plaza
Sq. Apt. 615, St. Louis, Mo. 63103.
23-24; Kansas Spring Festival, Wichita. Write
Ray & Betty Short, 1020 W. McArthur Rd.,
Wichita, Kansas 67217.
23-24; 12th Ann. New England'S/D Convention. Write P.O. Box 1809, Springfield, Mass.
01101.
23-25; 10th Ann. Spring Fling, LaCrosse.
Wis. Write Milt & Jane Amsrud, 1212 S. 28th
St., La Crosse, Wisc. 54601.
24; 2nd Ann. Callers Jamboree. William Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. Write J.R. Robertson,
RD 2, Apollo, Pa. 15613.
24; CNVSDA 9th Ann. Festival, Rome, NY.
Write Nick & Angela Ange, 212 E. Campbell
Ave., Sherrill, NV 13461.
24-May 2; May 5-9; 16-23; 22-30; Swap Shop,
Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds, Fun
Fest. Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana
Dam, North Carolina 28733.
25; All-day New Callers Clinic, Nprthern
Ohio locations. Write P.O. Box 7813, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.

1

MAY
1; 9th Ann. Capital Square Cotillion, FSU
Ballroom, Tallahassee, Fla. Write Bob Rust.
1073 Hampton Rd., Daytona Beach 32014.
1-2; Ann. May Festival, Ill. Fed. of S/DClubs,
Decatur, Ill. Write Lynn Dieterle, 35 W. Jefferson, Winchester, Ill. 62694.
2; 15th Ann. Spring Frolic, Cudahy, Wisc.
Write Elmer Hamann, 2030 5 85 St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53227.
7; Cruise to Mexico. Write Bob Page, 31855
Veril Way, Hayward, Cal. 94544,
7-8; Kansas State S/D Convention Exhibition Hall, Century II, Wichita. Write Jim &
Shirley Hayes, 2718 N. Edwards, Wichita.
7-9; Funarama Weekend, Club San Moritz,
Crestline, Cal. Write Kenn Reid, 503 No. 1st
St. 42B, El Cajon, Cal. 92021.
7-9; Towne House Holiday R/D Weekend,
Fresno, Cal. Write Bill Stapp, 3000 LaVia
Way, Sacramento, Cal. 95825.
7-9; Folk Dance Weekend, East Hill Farm,
Troy, NH. Write Ralph Page, 117 Washington St. Keene, NH 03431.
8; Roanoke Federation S/D, Roanoke, Va.
Write Keith Wuerthner, 3540 Meadowlark
Rd SW, Roanoke, Va. 24018.
8; Blossomtime S/C), Benton Harbor H.S.
Gym, Benton Harbor, Michigan. Write Royce
& Nancy Clements, 2155 Linda Lane, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022.
13-15; 1971 5/13 Convention, Hamilton,
Ontario. Write Mrs. Jane Jaf fray, R R 1, Ennismore, Ontario.
14-15; New England Folk Festival, King
Philip Regional H.S., Rt. 140, Wrentham,
Mass. Write Ted Sannella, 148 Cedar St.,
Lexington, Mass. 02174.
14-15; 12th Tulip Time Festival 5/D, West
Ottawa School, Holland, Mi. Write Civic Center, 150 W. 8th St., Holland, Mi 49423.
14-16; Funtier, Cacapon Lodge. Berkley
Springs, W. Va. Write Ida Stinchcomb, 10911
Fleetwood Dr., Beltsville, Md.
14-16; 9th Royal Holiday, Mohawk Mt.
House, New Patti, NJ. Write Royal Holiday.
Rt. 2 Box 266, Califon, NJ.

14-16; Manning Park Weekend, Manning Park
Lodge, B.C. Write Vic Harris, 20086 Grade
Crescent, R R 2, Langley, British Columbia.
16; Michigan S/D Leaders Assoc. 22nd Ann.
Spring Festival, Mercy College, Detroit. Write
Mrs.4 Wm. Hopkins, 1710 Dover, Ferndale,
M
i 82
Mi.
16; Bouquet of Rounds, Highland Park, NJ.
Write 25 Harvey Circle, E. Brunswick, NJ.
23; All-day New Callers Clinic, Northern
Ohio location. Write P.O. Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.
24 thru Sept. 11; Seasonal Dance Festivals
Int antino's Round-dez-vouz
(week-long),
Lodge, Rt. 7 Box 688, Asheville, NC. 28803.
Hosts are Jim & Aline Infantino.
28-31; Campers Capers, Catawba Island,
Port Clinton, 0. Write Jim & Lois Coy, 133
S. Maple St. Bowling Green, 0 43402.
28-31; Shindig, American Hotel, Miami Beach,
Write Dot Schmidt, 200 NE 169th, N. Miami Beach, Fla. 33162.
29; Spring Fling, Guilderland Jr. H.S., Guilderland, NY. Write Al Capetti, Box 47, RD
1, Delanson, NY 12053.
29; Night Owl Special, Chagrin Falls Armory
(Cleveland area) Ohio. Write Dave Friedlein,
18313 Haskins Rd., Chagrin Falls, 0 44022.
29; Lochdale's 8th Annual Hawaiian Luau,
Lochdale Elem. Achool, N. Burnaby, B.C.
29-31; 8th Ann. Round-O-Rama, Rhindlander, Wis. Write Elmer Elias, 5106 S. Menard
Dr.. New Berlin. Wisc. 53151.
29 thru Sept. 12; Weekend S/D Packages,
Chestnut Lake Campground, Port Republic,
NJ. Write Al Brundage, Chestnut Lake Campground, Old New York Rd., Port Republic,
NJ 08241.
29; 5th Ann. Peach Blossom S/D Festival,
Canajoharie, NY. Write C. Everett Dievenclorf, 92 Reed St. Canajoharie, NY 13317.
30 thru June 19; Three great weeks at Kirkwood Lodge, Osage, Missouri 65065.
JUNE
4-5; 2nd Ann. S & R/D Weekend, Callahan's
Irish Acres, Crescent. Iowa. Write Mrs. Callahan at the above address.
4-6; 8th / yin. Idaho State S & R/D Festival,
twin Falls, Idaho. Write Ross & Penny Crispino, Rt No. 52, Nampa, Idaho 83651.
4-6; 5/0 Va..ation at Turkey Run State Park,
Indiana. Write Max Forsyth, 3201 E. Tulip
Dr., Indianapons, Ind. 46227.
5; 2nd Cumhei land Festival. Cumberland,
Md. Write Ida Stinchcomb, 10911 Fleet•
wood Dr., Beltsville, Md. 20705.
5-6; Texas State Festival, City Convention
Hall, San Antonio. Write Ted & Deloris
Breske, 222 Goodhue, San Antonio, Texas.
6 thru Sept. 14; 16th Annual 5/0 Vacations
(13 great weeks), Peaceful Valley. Write Karl
E. Boehm, Peaceful Valley Lodge, Star Rt.
Lyons,, Colo. 80540.
8.13; Ed Gilmore's Callers College, Cleveland, 0. write Dru Gilmore, 11473 Pentleton Ave., Yucaipa, Cal. 92399.
11.12; 17th Ann. S & R/D Festival, Grand
Junction H.S., Colorado. Write Bob S. Mildred Elam, 2866 Unaweep, Grand Junction.
Colorado 81501.
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11-13: Potawatom I Pow-Wow. Pokagon State
Park, Angola, Ind. Write Bill Peterson, 30230
Oakview, Livonia, Michigan 48154.
11-13; Spring Fling, Lafayette Motor inn,
Atlantic City. Write Al & Bea Brundage, 83
Michael Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06903.
12; Fraser Valley Centennial Hoedown, 5r.
Secondary School. Chilliwack, B.C. Write
9479 140 St., Surrey, B.C.
13- Aug. 28; 11 fun-filled weeks, Rainbow
Lake Lodge, Brevard, NC 28172.
17-19; 14th Oregon S/D Festival, Grants
Pass. Write Denny Lantz, P.O. Box 573,
Grants Pass, Ore. 97526.
17-19; Florida State Convention, Civic Auditorium, Jacksonville, Fla.
18-19; Washington State 21st Ann. S/D Festival, Capitol Pavilion, Olympia, Wash. Write
P.O. Box 1907, Olympia 98501.
18-19; Holt Pairs & Squares Camp-out,
House of David Park, Benton, Mi. Write Tom
& Sue Taggart, 6246 Coulson Ct., Lansing.
18-20; R/D Festival, Sheraton Inn, San Antonio, Tex. Write Ted & Deloris Breske, 222
Goodhue, San,Antonio, Texas 78218.
18-20; Central Cal. S/D Assoc. 5th Ann.
Cup of Gold Promenade, Sonora. Write Bill
Rackley, 2009 Sherwood, Modesto, Cal.
20.27; Ed Gilmore's Callers College, Glenwood Springs, Colo. Write Dru Gilmore,
11473 Pendleton Ave., Yucaipa, Cal. 92399.
21-25; Special Callers Symposium. East Hill
Farm, Troy, NH. Write Dick Leger, 434 Laurel Lane, Warren, R.I. 02885.
22; Trail In Dance for National Convention,
Capitol HOu se Hotel, Baton Rouge, La.
24-26; 20th National S/D Convention, New
Orleans, La. Write Box 73448, Metairie, La.
25-27; Beaux & Belles Spring Weekend, Bangor Lodge, Bracebridge, Ont. Write Jean
Freeman, 452 Palmer Ave, Richmond Hill,
Ontario.
25-27, Oquaga Weekend, NY. Write Calendar Weekend, 136 Seeley Ave., Syracuse,NY
JULY
1-4; Festival & Callers College, Montreal,
NC. Write Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College
Hills, Greeneville, Tenn. 37743.
2-4; Alaska State 5/D Convention, Juneau.
Write Buck & Winn Emery, Box 653, Juneau, Alaska 99801.
3-4; 4th of July Weekend, Double G Ranch,
McHenry, Md. Write Ida Stinchcomb, 10911
Fleetwood, Beltsville, Md. 20705.
5-9; Advanced Alumni Callers College, Promenade Hall, 7897 Taft St., Merrillville, In.
Write Marva Shaver at the hall.
9.10; 5th Annual Calgary Stampede S/D
Roundup, Calgary, Alberta. Write Don Conroy, 3540 Beaver Rd NW, Calgary 48, Alb.
10-16; Mexico S/D Tour. Write Jack & Peggy Cloe, 3507 Drumm, Independence, Mo.
10-16; S/D Camping Week. Write Spring
Gulch Barn, New Holland, Pa. 17557.
12-27; Scandinavia Tour with Continental
Squares, 22 Montview Rd., Chelmsford, Ma.
13.15; 4th Far West S/D Convention, Memorial Coliseum, Portland, Ore. Write Herb
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& Betty Saunders, 5270 SW Cherry, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.
15; Inside Passage summer cruise to Alaska.
Write Bob Page, 31855 Veril Way, Hayward,
Cal. 94544.
16-18; NSDCA Camporee, Monroe, Mich.
Write Nat'l S/D Campers Assoc. P.O. Box
721, Appleton, Wis. 54911.
16-18; 23-25; Shades Campers Weekends,
Waveland, Ind. Write Max Forsyth, 3201 E.
Tulip, Indianapolis, Ind. 46227.
17-Aug. 1; Spain-Portugal-Morocco Vacation. Write Al & Bea Brundage, 83 Michael
Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06903.
18-Aug. 14; 24th Ann. Rocky Mt. S/D Camp
(4 separate weeks), Lighted Lantern. Write
Paul Kermiet, Rt. 5, Golden, Colo. 84041.
23-25; Fun-filled weekend, Atwood Lake
Lodge, Dellroy, 0. Write Betty Mitchell,
2700 Eaton Rapids Rd, Lot 114, Lansing,
Michigan 48910.
23-25; Pistol Pete's Place. Write Peggy Ashworth, 1301 E. Oklahoma, Enid, OK 73701.
25; Kelly's Island Boat Trip & Dance, Lake
Erie. Write S. Burdick, 216 Williams, Huron,
Ohio 44839.
25-30; Asilomar S/D Vacation (Callers
Course). Write Sets In Order S/0 Society,
462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
29-31; Crossnore Summer Festival, Crossfore, NC. Write Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College Hills, Greeneville, Tn. 37743.
30-Aug.1; Huntington Centennial R & S/D
Festival, Memorial Field House. Huntington,
W. Va. Write Sonny & Mary Bess, 646
Adams Ave., Huntington, W. Va. 25701.
31; Midsummer 5/0, National Guard Armory, Sault Ste. Marie, Mi. Write Mid & Joy
Kitchen, 66 Lake St., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
AUGUST
1.7:5/0 Week at Feather River Family Camp,
Write Camp Reservations, Office of Parks
& Rec., 1520 Lakeside Dr., Oakland, Cal.
5-7; Crossnore Summer Festival, Crossnore,
NC. Write Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College
Hills, Greeneville, Tn 37743.
6-7; 18th Ann. Penn. State 5/0 Festival,
Write Agricultural Conf. Coordinator, 410
J.O.Keller Conf. Center, Penn State U.. Univeristy Park, Pa. 16802.
7; Omaha Council Summer Dance. Livestock Exchange Building, Omaha, Neb.
9-13; Callers College, Promenade Hall, 7897
Taft St., Merrillville, Ind. Write Marva Shaver
at
g-It4
he
;1
h7atlh
l.
Ann. British Columbia S/0 Jamboree. Write Box 66, Penticton, B.C.
12-14; 1971 Reunion of Overseas S/0. Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, Colo. Write
Harold & Thelma Deane. 1845 Michael Ln.,
Fort Collins 80521.
13-15; Monterey S/D Festival, Contact Ernest Butler, 1216 Circle Ave.. Seaside, Cal.
13-14; 6th Ann. Jenkins August Weekend,
Minerva, NY. Write Mary & Bill Jenkins,
Mocking Bird Hill, PO Olmstedville, NY.
13-15; Dance-O-Rama S & R/D Vacation &
Callers Clinic, Hotel Pathfinder, Fremont,
Neb. Write Harold & Lill Bausch, P.O. Box35
Leigh, Neb. 68643.

13-15; Weekend In Paradise, Atwood Lake,
Dellroy, 0. Write Dan & Lou Dedo, 2505
Tonawanda Creek Rd., N. Tonawanda, NY.
13-15; 4th Happy Pair Holiday R/D Weekend, Hospitality Motor Inn, 1-71 at Bagley,
southwest of Cleveland. Write Phyl Lehnert,
2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, 0 43611.
13-15; 15-20; Squaw Valley S/D Vacation
(near Lake Tahoe). Write Bob Page, 31855
Veril Way, Hayward, Ca. 94544.
22 thru Oct. 16; 8 great weeks at Kirkwood
Lodge, Osage Beach, Mo. 65065.
25-Sept.15; Swing thru Europe S/D Tour.
Write Kenn Reid, 503 No. 1st St. 42B, El
Cajon, Cal. 92021.
27 & 28, Summer Shadows S & R/D Festival, L.C.Walker Sports Arena, Muskegon, Mi.
Write Art Klimek, 2144 Reneer, Muskegon.
28-Sept. 3; "Double Fun" Week, Scotts
Oquaga Lake HOuse, Deposit, NY. Write
136 Seeley Ave., Syracuse, NY 13205.
29-Sept. 3; Bangor Lodge S/R Vacation,
Bracebridge, Ontario. Write M. Hough, 33
Kells Ave., Scarborough, Ontario.
SEPTEMBER
3-6; ABC Labor Day Weekend, Silver Bay on
Lake George. Write S. Burdick, 216 Williams,
Huron, Ohio 44839.
3-6; Labor Day Weekend, Turkey Run State
Park, Ind. Write Max Forsyth, 3201 E. Tulip Dr., Indianapolis, Ind. 46227.
4-6; 11th Ann. TMFM S&R/D Weekend,
Rhinelander, Wis. Write Elmer Elias, 5106
S. Menard Dr., New Berlin, Wlsc. 53151.
8-12; S & F/D Camp, East Hill Farm, Troy,
NH. Write Ralph Page, 117 Washington St.,
Keene, NH. 03431.
10-11; 5th Ann. Tri-State Dance Festival,
Notre Dame Convocation Center, South
Bend, Ind. Write Virg Troxell, Callers Dream,
13261 Chippewa Blvd., Mishawaka, In.46544.
10-11; 5th Ann. Border Booster S/D Festival,
Plattsburgh, NY. Write Mary & Bill Jenkins,
Mockingbird Hill, PO Olmstedville, NY12857
10-12; 17-19; 24-26; Oct. 1-3; 8-10; 15-17;
22-24; 29-31; Nov. 5-7; Fall weekends at Chula Vista Resort, Wlsc. Dells, Wis. Write Vera
Kaminski at the resort, Wisc. Dells 53965.
10-12; 2nd Annual Hodag S & RID Weekend, Rhinelander, Wisc. Write Elmer Elias,
5106 S. Menard Dr., New Berlin, Wisc.53151
17-18; Nebraska State S/D Convention, Hastings City Auditorium, Hastings, Neb.
17-19; Memphis Callers Workshop with Earl
Johnston. Write Bill Crawford, Box 18-442,
Holiday City Station, Memphis, Tenn.38118.
18; 5th Annual Jamboree Quinte Twirlers
S/D Organization. Write Jim Ketcheson, 13
Purdy St., Belleville,Ontario,
24-26; Beach Ball, Monticello, In. Write Max
Forsyth, 3201 E. Tulip, Indianapolis, Ind.
25; Abilene Pioneers Ann. Fall Festival,
City Auditorium, Abilene, Ks. Contact Don
Burkholder, Box 175, Maple Hill, Ks.66507.
25-Oct. 2; Septemberfest, Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. Write Box 190, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
4-12; 12-19; 19-26; 25-Oct.3; Fun Fest, Accent on Rounds, Rebel Roundup, Swap Shop,

Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam,
NC 28733.
29-Oct.3; Oktoberfest, LaCrosse, Wisc. Write
Leo & Evelyn Dohnal, 1080 Shorewood Dr.
LaCrosse, Wisc. 54601.
OCTOBER
1-3; Octoberama, Franklin, Pa. Write Ron
Schneider, 19351 E. Bagley Rd. Middleburg
Hts., Ohio 44130.
2-3; Annual Fall Festival, Coliseum, San Angelo, Tex. Write Ted & Deloris Breske, 222
Goodhue, San Antonio, Texas 78218.
7.10; 28-31; Kolorama Dances, Infantino's
Round-dez-vous Lodge, Pt. 7, Box 688,
Asheville, N.C. 28803.
8-10; Oktoberfest Weekend, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Write Taylormade Holidays, 458 Shelbourne Rd. Grosse Pte. Farms, Mi. 48236.
9; CKSDA 3rd Annual Callers Cotillion, Abilene, Ks. Write Ken Oppenlander, 319 So.6,
Manhattan, Ks.
9-10; Fall Frolic on the Beach, Rockport,
Tex. Write Ted & Deloris Breske, 222 Goodhue, San Antonio, Texas 78218.
15-16; Fall Festival, Wichita, Kansas.
16-24; Amer. Airlines Tour of Mexico City,
Acapulco. Write Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakvlew, Livonia, Mi. 48154.
22-24; Nov. 5-7; Weekends at Jug End Barn,
Write Al & Bea Brundage, 83 Michael Rd.,
Stamford, Conn. 06903.
22-25; Miami Tour and Caribbean Cotillion,
Continental Squares, 22 Montview Rd.,
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824.
29-31; Fall Fling, Titusville, Pa. Write Ron
Schneider, 19351 E. Bagley Rd., Middleburg
Hts., 0 44130.
NOVEMBER
5-7; Potawatomi PowWow, Pokagon State
Park, Angola, Ind. Write Max Forsyth, 3201
E. Tulip, Indianapolis, Ind. 46227.
6; Western Mardi Gras & Night Owl, Livestock Exchange Bldg, Omaha, Neb. Write
Arlene Lapham, 4971 So. 42nd St. Omaha,
Nebraska 68107.
12-14; Funarama Weekend, Silver Pines, Idyllwild, Cal. Write Kenn Reid, 503 No. 1st St.,
42B, El Cajon, Cal. 92021.
12-14; S/D Weekend, East Hill Farm, Troy,
NH. Write Ralph Page, 117 Wash. St. Keene,
NH 03431.
18-20; Washington Fall Cotillion, Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C. Write Red & Maggie
Hardin, 1908 Prout Pl., Falls Church, Va.
19-20; S/R Dance Convention, Garden City
Collegiate, Winnepeg, Manitoba. Write Wilt
West, 497 Kirkfieid St. Winnipeg.
25-28; Thanksgiving Vacation, Dennis Hotel,
Atlantic City. Write Al & Bea Brundage,
83 Michael Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06903.
26-28; Maple Leaf Weekend, Niagara Falls,
Ontario. Write Taylormade Holidays. 458
Shelboune Rd., Grosse Pte Farms, Michigan.
26.28: MaNaCo Holiday, Centri Inn, Fremont, 0. Write Jim & Lois Coy, 133 S. Maple St., Bowling Green, 0 43402.
Continued on page 55
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE
Dance composed and called by Don Armstrong
RECORD: Windsor 4445

HELLO MIXER
(Written for the Howard Walshes 1970 Winter Pilgrimage at Fort Worth, Texas.
RECORD: MacGregor 923
FORMATION: Double circle, partners facing, Man's back to center of hall.
MEASURES:
14

Shaking right hands and acknowledging partners, sing Hello,
Hello, Hello (one hand-shake on each Hello) and then wave
hand palm facing partner and sing Hi on the fourth count.

OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, CLOSER:
Well, you walk around your corner, then bow to your own
Join your hands and around the ring you roam
Allemande your corner lady, then weave that ring
Weave it around 'til you meet again
Do-sa-do, then you take her and swing
Yes, swing - Promenade her and sing
(All sing) In the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia
On the Trail of the Lonesome Pine.

5-8

Do-sa-do partner and move one place to right to a new partner.

9-12

Repeat measures 1-4.

13-16

Repeat measures 5-8, except that dancer assumes open promenade position on the 16th measure with second new partner.

17-18
19-20
21-22

On the Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
SEQUENCE Heads, heads, sides, sides.

PATTY CAKE POLKA

Walk back toward original starting point in RLOD four steps.

23 24

Turn alone again, back up four steps to end facing same partner.

25-28

In butterfly position with arms extended to each side, balance
to gents' left (ladies' right) balance to gents right (ladies left)

Do-sa-do, then your corner you'll swing
Yes, swing Promenade her and sing
All sing) In the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia

Turn toward each other and continue turning to face reverse
line of direction, back up four steps.

FIGURE:
Two head gents take your corners to the middle and back
Same old four circle left around the track
Left hand star, go home allemande right your own
Left hand round your corner, then go back home

Walk forward in line of direction four steps (men beginning
on left foot, lady on right)

and repeat each balance left and right.
29-32

Still in butterfly position, walk around as a couple (butterfly
banjo position) and end facing each other ready to begin again
with a right handshake.

This is a double progressive mixer. Dance is repeated 6 times through. On the
sixth and last time, the couples turn partners on the last four measures and then
turn the lady under and bow.

Circle Mixer in 2/4 Time composed and played by Fred Bergin
RECORD: Lloyd Shaw 228-45
FORMATION: Couples on a large circle around the room, in closed dance position,
M's back to COH, W facing M with her back to wall.

BROKEN SIXPENCE
Original contra by Don Armstrong

INTRODUCTION: Wait four measures.

RECORD: Lloyd Shaw 209-45; Instrumental only, 157.

MEASURES.

FORMATION: Dance starts with the active couples (1st, 3rd, etc.) crossed over

1-4

HEEL, TOE; HEEL, TOE; SLIDE-CLOSE, SLIDE CLOSE.
SLIDE-CLOSE, SLIDE,--; (Move sideward in LOD)

5-8

HEEL. TOE; HEEL, TOE; SLIDE-CLOSE, SLIDE-CLOSE:
SLIDE CLOSE, SLIDE,—; (Move in RLOD)

9-12

PATTY-CAKE RIGHT, PATTY-CAKE LEFT; PATTY CAKE
BOTH, PATTY CAKE DOWN;
Clap right hands together 3 times, clap left hands 3 times, clap
both hands across 3 times (L to El anc. R to L(, and on the final
"and" count of this measure, clap own hands togehter, slap both
hands on your own knees 3 times.

13-14

POLKA AROUND YOUR PARTNER

15-16

POLKA ON TO THE NEXT AND STAMP, STAMP, STAMP;
Each person travels to the left to face new partner and do three
light stamps in place

Repeat until end of record

and facing down the set. The inactive couples are facing up the
set, to he face to face with actives.
Each action (each line printed here) takes 8 counts:
Actives do-sa-do the one below
The two men do-sa-do (diagonally across thi? set)
The two ladies do-sa-do
Active couple swing in the middle
Down the set go four in line (actives in middle of line)
Turn alone come back to place
Bend the line, circle four (left)
Left hand star, come back once more.
After the left hand star turns exactly once around, dancers return to long line
without changing or juggling around, and will find that actives have moved down
the set one place, below the dancers they just worked with. The actives face
down the line, the inactives up, and the dance begins again with new couples
working together. After each two sequences, the caller directs the new head
couple to cross over and become active.

30
31

APRIL FOLD IN

by P.A.B.

FOOL
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOLD 11111..-HERE

BRING FOLD 41111 TO HERE.

THIN GS WE'RE rORCEDTZHINK
A BOUT TODAYARE JURA BOUT
SQUE LC FIINeflArTHERE ARE
DAN GERS oF TOTAL SILENCING
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JUST 35 MILES SOUTHEAST OF CHICAGO, ILL

CALLERS
COLLEGE
July 5 thru 9, 1971
ALLIk:NirSffION

August 9 thru 13, 1971
REGULAR
SESSION

1st TO USE INSTANT REPLAY TELEVISION,
A STAFF OF NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL CALLERS AND INSTRUCTORS

DICK JONES
Long Island, New York

JOHNNY DAVIS

1

Erlanger, Kentucky
•

ARDY JONES
Long Island, New York

RICH & MARVA
SHAVER - HOSTS

by Dewey Berry
At last! A column about challenge dancing in a national magazine. Our hats
are off to Stan and Cathie Burdick and
SQUARE DANCE magazine for being
the first to present such a column on a
regular basis.
This column will give the challenge
dancers and callers an outlet to present
their views. Our plans are to slant the
column toward the dancers; however,
we will, from time to time, feature
some of the callers that call for the
challenge clubs. Our main objective will
be to present an accurate and more
favorable picture of challenge dancing.
We will also have news on upcoming
events, features on some of the clubs,
and articles by you, the challenge dancer.
There are dancers who enjoy dancing at an advanced level all over the
country, and we solicit your articles on
challenge dancing. I have made a promise to the Burdicks that we would
get enough news to fill two pages eventually. Let us know why you enjoy
dancing and how you became interested in challenge dancing, and news
about your clubs and callers. "Challenge Chatter" cannot exist without
you. Please send your articles today to
me at the SQUARE DANCE magazine
address. Our first article is presented by
Vern Rush of Steubenville, Ohio, on
why he enjoys dancing at the advanced
level.
One of the first things that we must
do as challenge dancers and callers is to
find a better name than "challenge."
It's a challenge just to live today, and
every dancer and club has a level at
which square dancing becomes a challenge. Maybe "advanced challenge"

would be suitable for the time being.
Let us know your thoughts on this.
This is my first experience as an editor
but I will do my best to present your
views through this column.
Upcoming events for April are two
bang-up weekends. Too bad they are
on the same dates — April 23 to 25.
Lee Kopman and Duece Williams will
call at the Echo Hotel, Ellenville, N.Y.,
and the Holiday Challenge Weekend at
the Statler Hilton Motel, Hudson, 0.
will feature George Jabbusch, Jack
Lasry and Dewey Berry.
Vernon Rush speaks up:
As an active square dancer at both
challenge and club levels during the
past ten years, I would like to make
some personal observations on challenge dancing.
To me, western square dancing is a
form of recreation, the same as golf,
bowling, etc., which is made enjoyable
because it attracts only the highest
caliber people. Square dancing, as well
as other forms of recreation, must face
the fact that after five years people
tire and usually look for some other
form of fun.
There is a need for an advanced dancing level to be available to these dancers who reach the five-year point and
need new incentives to stay in western
square dancing. I would be the last to
suggest that dancers with less than five
years' experience enter challenge dancing. These people belong in a club to
properly enjoy the unforgettable experiences of the first few years of dancing.
Challenge dancing is a new world of
square dancing with all the joys and
frustrations of club dancing plus the
bonus of dancing with dedicated dancers who workshop almost weekly to
improve their dancing skills. Challenge
dancers recognize that many dancers
cannot spend the time necessary to
dance at this level, but let's recognize
the need for advanced dancing and
give credit so that square dancing in
general will benefit.
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without any acknowledgment of the
greeting. As we continued on I said to
my friend, "He's rather a sullen fellow,
isn't her whereby my friend said, "Oh,
he' like that all the time."
Then I asked my friend why he always treated him so politely. My friend
said, "Why not — Why should I let him
decide how I will act?"
from The Square Reporter,
Leigh, Nebraska

STRItigii TALK

Readers are invited to send opinions, suggestions and thoughts for publication in this
new regular feature. Opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those
of the editors.

Respect the other fellow's viewpoint,
if he doesn't like a certain gimmick.
Every caller enjoys hearing the
crowd shout at a left allemande, but
remember to respect the other dancer's
feelings and make square dancing enjoyable for all.
from the Hooley-ann Whirl,
South Dakota

I feel I must mention this problem
of gimmick movements. Have you experienced this before? You turn to
your corner to do a left allemande, only to have him or her doing something
different, such as. a twist, or doing a
waist swing instead of a do-sado when it is called. Usually these gimmicks aren't taught at beginner's lessons, but do exist. One must know his
square. Be sure to know the other dancers will enjoy the gimmicks. Don't
spoil the dance for them. Remember,
he paid for the dance same as you.

Posters

MacGREGOR

CIVIL
WAR

For home and den, suitable for framing.
Arty Item of your choice $1.00 each. Pony
Express Notice, Gen. Robert E. Lee Funeral
Notice; Confederate decoding chart, AntiLincoln cartoon; Jefferson Davis Election
Notice; President Johnson impeachment
ticket; Army orders on President Lincoln
Assassination; Army Discharge Certificate;
Gold Mining Stock Certificate; Draft Exemption Certificate; $1000 Reward for Gen.
Morgan; Slave Dealer Poster; Confederdcy
Law of Treason Poster; Recruiting Poster;
Abolitionist handbill; Underground Railroad
Poster; List of slaves for Sale; K.K.K. Notice
of new organization; Uncle Tom's Cabin
Poster; $500 Reward for runaway Slave;
Civil War Recruits Handbill; Lynching Poster; Slave Auction woodcut; Civil War handbill for Brooks Pat; Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad Notice; Civil War
Ambulance woodcut; Slave Chins Devices;
General Orders Headquarters department of
the South; Confederate Soldier wood cut;
Horses wanted Notice; Calamity Jane handbill; Buffalo Bill Poster; Annie Oakley Poster; Reward Posters — Billy the Kid; Jesse
James; Frank James; Francisco Pancho Villa;
Joaquin; Belle Starr; John Wilkes Booth;
The Daltons; Black Bart; Bill Doolin.

BELLS COIN SHOP
Box 276, Tolleson, Arizona 85353
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The other day I was walking down
the street with a friend when one of
his acquaintances approached us. My
friend greeted him courteously and
kindly, but the other fellow passed by

Suppose every member served on as
many projects as you do—
Suppose every member treated guests
as you do—
Suppose everybody contacted and
brought prospects as often as you
do—
Suppose everybody supported ways
and means and special events as you
do—
Suppose everybody was as tactful and
understanding as you are—
Suppose everybody was as co-operative
or as critical as you are—
Suppose everybody was as friendly,
thoughtful, considerate and appreciative as you are—

•

Suppose everybody was as dependable,
conscientious, enthusiastic and willing as you are—
Suppose everybody had as many, or as
few, alibis as you do—
Suppose everybody was as loyal as you—
Suppose everybody followed your exampleWhat kind of a club would it be?

Suppose everybody did what you did:
Suppose every member attended with
the regularity you do—
Suppose every member worked as hard
or as little as you do—

NEW RELEASES
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WHY WAIT
Called by MIKE HULL

CHESTNUT LAKE CAMPGROUND
Port Republic, N.J.
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NEW ROUNDS

% New on Longhorn

DANCING SLIPPERS
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Choreography by
RAY & ELIZABETH SMITH
MGR 5018A
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TATTLE-TALE WALTZ
•

Choreography by
EVE MAXHIMER
MGR 5018 B
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Complete Program of Square Dancing
All Season
VvRI 1 E EOR COMPLETE DEl AILS:

C.P. MacGREGOR CO.
729 So. Western Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal. 90005

AL BRUNDAGE

Chestnut Lake Campground
Old New York Rd.
Port Republic, N.J. 08241
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K 1115 ROCKY TOP
Flip/Inst. Caller: Allen Tipton
•

LH 188 TAKE TIME OUT
Flip/Inst. Caller: Louis Calhoun

•

New Rounds on Belco
B243A WHEN I TAKE MY SUGAR TO gt_
TEA — Two-step by LAI & Toni Delson mu
•
B243A TAKE TIME OUT
■
Two-step by Art 'n Evelyn Johnson ■

•

New Square on Belco

ME 8118 ALONE WITH YOU
Caller: Walt McNeil
Flip/ Inst.
% PRODUCED BY

% KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. •
Mesquite, Texas %
2832 Live Oak Dr.
g
g
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Mix & Match
This month we'll offer another singing call adaptation idea with three
options so you can "hash" it up or just pick one of these choices and do
it "straight." The theme is the ever-popular multiple star. Have fun with
it.
START: (Heads) square thru, four hands round with you
Now with outsides make a right hand star — Into the middle, left hand star, turn it once you go
OR
OR
Pick up the corner Right and left thru
Star promenade
Outside two you know
Back right out
Dive thru, square thru
Circle left
Three-quarters
Circle left you do
Round you go
Swing the nearest
Swing that corner gal
gal
And promeno
And promenade...

NOW CHOOSE THIS....
Now with the corner
Swing thru you know
Men trade, box the gnat
Same gal you swing
Swing that little gal
And promenade

THEN, JUST

Promenade (add filler to fit tune)

THE SOUND WITH THE SOLID BEAT
ez42:A
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RECORDS
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SOX 54
NEWTONVILli
NM Y011.'11126

We belong to a local club which we
helped organize 1%2 years ago and of
course wear our club badge. We dance
two times a month.... We also are now
taking lessons at another club to gain
skill. We would like to join them and
help with their club activities — there
is no competition between club activities. We just like to dance more regularly and help promote square dancing
more. What is proper regarding badges?
Do we act as visitors only to any other
than our local club or is it proper to
wear their badge? What does one do if
he would like to be a faithful member
of more than one club?
Many dancers belong to more than
one club in an area. The key word is

faithful — when you join a club, you
express an interest in its activities, and
should be prepared to do your part on
committees or as an officer. There is a
danger in spreading yourself so thinly among several clubs that you are not
able to be a "faithful" member in any
one of them. However, it should be
possible to belong to two clubs, such
as you mention, and fully participate
in each of them.
Regarding badges, you will find as
you continue to dance, you will accumulate an impressive collection of them.
The general practice is to wear to any
club dance the membership badge of
that club. Sometimes clubs have special dances at which members wear
ALL of their badges. For special festivals and conventions, there are usually special badges; sometimes they are
the admission tickets. For big events,
where there is no appropriate badge,
you will just have to arbitrarily pick
one of your club badges, or wear them
both, or each of you wear a different
badge.
The most important thing to remember is that square dancing is fun— don't
get so involved that you no longer enjoy it.

SOX 14
NIVITONVILLIE
NEW VOIX 171111

NEW RELEASES

JK-121

PI L- 1005
MEDLEY

WHEN THERE'S A FIRE IN
YOUR HEART
Caller: JOHN HENDRON

Caller: "DOC" GRAY

RECENT RELEASES

PI L-1004
BYE BYE BLUES

JK- 120
HEARTBREAKER

Callers: SUE WATSON & CLINT McLEAN

Caller: KEN ANDERSON

by KEN & CAROL GUVRE

J—B—K
Box 54 Newtonville N.Y. 12128
PRODUCED BY:

ROAMIN'
RECORDS
DON'T FORGET
by Maurice Warner

NEW ROUNDS

JK- 504
SOMEBODY LOVES YOU

VVVVVVVVVV

PORT-A-MIKE

JK- 504
ROSE GARDEN
by MIKE & NANCY HANHURST

AT YOUR

NEED A CORDLESS MIKE?
A GOOD UNIT MODERATELY PRICED—

WATERLOO

Model
Model

by Ron Mortis

DEALERS NOW
write direct-BOX 58 VVESTERNVILLE, N.Y.13486
• • • • • • • • A
At your dealer or
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M100 for voice— 5159.50
M200 for electric guitar— $169.50

BOB RUST ENGINEERING
1073 Hampton Rd.
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014
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DANDY IDEA

ladies
choice
We've been thinking VACATIONS this month. And even while
plannfrig several months ahead, we've
been aware of a subtle change in the
air, a faint scent of spring on the way.
We don't think it's just imagination after hearing neighbors report seeing a
robin, or noticing the first crocus, hyacinth and tulip shoots pushing up
through the Ohio dirt. In the slushiness
of winter, we sometimes think of moving family, magazine and calling equipment south to a warmer clime, but
when the first hints of spring appear,
we know we'd miss the changing seasons and the lift they bring to our lives.
One of the first things I always want
to do when I notice the sudden warming of a spring breeze is to throw open
the doors and windows, and air the
stuffiness out of the house. A household hint I saw the other day recommended that very thing as the best deodorizing agent there is. And on days
when this is impossible, remember
those scented candles which will enhance the atmosphere and give a holiday glow to a gloomy day.
Speaking again of fresh air, are you
doing your part for ecology? A sanitarian here told a group of us last
month that one of the biggest contributions a homemaker can make is to
be sure that only paper trash is burned.
Sort it out and make absolutely positive that refuse to be burned contains
no plastic, no garbage and no unburnable containers. Burning is not the best
way we have of disposing of trash, but
in many locales it is still the most economical and practical, and will continue for some time to come. Also, watch
for the phosphate-free soaps now on
sale in most stores — I bought a box,
40

A

HAND-MADE FUN BADGES
by Howie Davison, Merry Barn, Newcastle, Maine

wondering if my laundry would come
out tattle-tale-gray, and found to my
surprise that I could detect very little
difference in the appearance of the finished laundry, so I guess I've been converted to doing my little bit to improve
our big world. I'm convinced that we
"squares" are the ones who care, and
who will make the changes that are
needed in the world today. How about
you?
• We like the ad which Dzidra Damerel of the Allemande Shop in Crown Pt.
Indiana (see S/D Clothing listing) put
in a local bulletin: "Personal attention
and our oddball guarantee: It has to
look good on you or we won't sell it
to you!" How's that for honesty? Congratulations, and we wish we could
persuade some local sales clerks to your
way of thinking, Dzidra!
• Fred and Ruth Staeben, in their bulletin, Square Talk, from Colorado,
mention that ankle length skirts seem
to have taken over at some of the area
dances. We haven't seen any, except on
pre-teens at some father-daughter scout
dances in our Ohio area, but we agree
with the Staebens that the colors are
bright and gay. They feel that the gals
in longer skirts seem to be dancing
more smoothly (maybe they are being
forced to take smaller steps?) Watch
for this new trend — will our square
dance clothes undergo a radical style
change in the next few years? Val Lindenau in the Washington Footnotes reports that skirts are definitely lengthening and she is making her new ones
at least an inch longer!

Looking for ways to create more tun and
interest for your square or round dancers or
clubs? Hand-made fun badges and dangles
are ideal and are much more appreciated
and valued because they're made with a
whole lot of love.
And they can be just as colorful (even
more so) than those commercial or machine
made ones. Easily made of colored construction paper or cardboard, and hand-lettered,
they can also be as durable as an all-plastic
by putting the finished product between
two sheets of gummed clear plastic film, the
kind available and used for protecting cards
and photos.
They should be simple but can be quite
elaborate. Simplicity makes them easier to
work with. Choose a theme, or occasion.
The dancers really enjoy getting these "free
tokens" of their attending or participating,
as remembrances of certain times, or even
as a reward for doing some special dance.
Just recently the idea of a special badge
for dancers doing the "Grand Colonel Spin"
struck us, so we originated some immediately. and the reception was an instant hit,
along with a short saluting ceremony de-

daring each one an honorary "Colonel."
Old-timers used to do Money Musk and
Petronella and many other contra dances
without prompting in perfect timing and
thought nothing of it, but they really deserved something special for that, even if
only the recognition of the fact.
Last summer, searching for a souvenir
badge or dangle for dancers attending our
place in its 19th season started all this. The
first one was born then, to be followed by
another for attending a special live filming
of square dancing for TWA for plane trip
customers, and another for the first reunion
in fifteen years of our regular group of dancers. The gummed day-qlo paper was used
which also glows vividly under black light,
which we happened to have for special effects, so this further enhanced these "minibadges". Use a tiny gold or brass safety pin
either taped or through a small hole on the
back for pinning.
We plan to continue this idea as a remembrance for special guest-caller, occasions,
dances, or dance patterns, and for our own
twentieth season this summer. Take a little
extra time and try this idea, too. You'll find
yourself highly rewarded for your effort.

FOR SALE:
SQUARE DANCE SHOP
at Inventory Cost
FOR INFORMATION, INQUIRE AT
182-A-9 WYLIE RIDGE RD. RT. 1
WEIRTON, W. VA. 26062
Mary & Bill Elder

Phone 304-564-5429
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AR KY specialty
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TEACHING MANUAL

A COMPLETE

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN SQUARE DANCE HISTORY
An Arky Square Dance Manual with full explanations, rules applied,
teaching patterns, over one hundred figures. Also suggested choreography methods for using normal figures AR KY style.

CALLERS — LEADERS — DANCERS
Learn the correct way to use and enjoy true position and identity
square dancing. A real challenge area for experienced square dancers.

CAL LE R
AID SERIES

500 COPY

EL

ORDER FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER, OR WRITE:

Last month's Choreography section
covered the enjoyment of square dancing to its fullest extent through body
flow and recovery. This in itself becomes second nature to participants
after many dancing years. They then
seek a challenge to their knowledge
and reaction
on the dance floor
through the use of "different" choreography. In an effort to satisfy this dancers' urge for something different, today's callers have taken the easy way—
a constant feeding of "new ideas" to
their clubs. Unfortunately, this process has diminishing returns. A few
keep clammering for more and more,
while others become overwhelmed and
frustrated
to the drop-out point.
Choreography-wise, the new ideas are
used only with the very simple, teaching-type figures and without much
chance of going beyond that because

next month several more new ideas
take their places. This cycle of new
ideas has continued at a rapid pace until today's square dance nomenclature
is pushing the 1200 mark. Is there any
answer to the situation?
Perhaps no one answer will cover
all areas of interest but your editor
does feel some things have been bypassed. To any knowledgeable square
dance observer, it is appalling to note
that so many dancers break down while
dancing many of the first 75 basics, if
they happen to be used from any direction or set-up other than the normal
teaching (learning) position. This lack
of dancer reaction probably stems from
the lesson period when the dancers
were pushed through classes fast enough to be quickly included into current club programs. Nobody bothers to
thoroughly engrain each basic movement in the dancers' comprehension at
each level. Who reviews a square thru
after they have learned a spin chain
thru? That's old stuff, yet it probably
was the odd-ball square thru set-up
that broke the set long before the dancers reached the "new" barge thru
movement in the figure as they danced
it. They were not oriented in position

Will Orlich, Bayshore Gardens, P.O. Box 8577, Bradenton, Fla. 33505
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dancing nor perhaps even aware of
their identity in the square.
We feel that this is the key to challenge dancing as it was originally intended to be — to be able to dance
currently accepted movements in S/D
choreography from all positions, angles, set-ups, without breaking the rule
of the basic movement itself. We repeat again that this means at any level
of experience: basic, extended, or advanced. So it is that your editor feels
that there would be far less demand
nor even need for the constant hassle
with "new movements" in today's club
if more emphasis were
dancing
put on variations using the theme of
exact positioning and identity incorporated into the first one hundred currently used basics.

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
VERN SMITH, Smithfield, Michigan:
Does anyone ever do Dixie chain and
Dixie star thru anymore?
ED. NOTE: The DIXIE CHAIN is used
most extensively as an equivalent to
"pass thru and crosstrail." For example, with couples out of sequence, the
command could be "Dixie chain, lady
go left, gent go right, to the corner left
allemande." While it is a common basic in today's square dance choreography, it does need a review from
time to time to remind the caller and
dancer where and how the movement
ends. We do seem to use a lot of Dixie
style variations to ocean waves, Dixie
grand, etc.
The DIXIE STAR THRU is used
very little and just possibly because
callers and dancers are not quite sure
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as to the correct procedure involved.
Called from a double pass thru set-up,
those facing star thru and step forward
so that the trailing dancers can step
forward and star thru behind them.
The movement ends with dancers coupled up with their opposites in a double pass thru formation, a finished
double pass thru OR standing back to
back in a clover-and situation (i.e., center couples facing each other with the
end couples facing out and back to
back with the centers.) The end results
will depend upon the arrangement of
the sexes in the double pass thru setup prior to the Dixie star thru command.
The wording of the command
should also be changed to "star thru
Dixie style" so that the ladies have a
fighting chance to put up their left
hands for the movement. The word
"Dixie" implies the use of starting a
movement with "those who can right
hands, etc." It is unfair to expect a
left hand lead for half of the dancers
(ladies) to anticipate the Dixie variation in this case. Thus: "star thru"
(correct hands go up) "Dixie style"
(leads step forward, trailers fall in behind) can be accomplished with a minimum of hassle. We like the "double
star thru Dixie style" command from
a normal couple double pass thru setup, which equals a double pass thru
plus half sashay ending in a finished
double pass thru position ready for
the next command of cloverleaf, etc.
A review of this and other Dixie style
figures is on the planning board for the
near future.
SPARKIE SPARKS, Collinsville, III.:
Please discuss Workshops over the
country, their attendance and average
caller fees.
ED. NOTE: The past few years have
found a majority of the very active callers conducting some kind of workshop.
These are geared mostly to exploring
the new ideas encountered through
current communications and note services. The figures offered are danceproofed to their satisfaction for possi-

ble future use, the extent to which the
idea can be used is explored, or the
whole idea dropped entirely. Other
material using known basics is also
dance-proofed plus personal equivalent
variations injected. A review of already
used movements is also explored, perhaps a bit further than originally tried.
The workshops at this stage (first
are usually smaller
time look-see)
groups (3.5 sets) in order to be able to
watch all of the dancers' reactions.
Callers' fees are geared to their expenses. After this type of personal involvement, a larger workshop is possible because now the caller knows what
he is presenting (hopefully) and can
walk-talk thru more dancers at the
same time. This is also the place to review the known movements but at an
accelerated rate of difficulty in their
variations. Some callers conduct this
type of workshop once or twice a
month to 10-30 sets. Dancer membership may be on a quarterly or annual
basis assuring the caller of a set fee. The
caller's leadership ability from this
point on is the only criteria for the
group's successful continuation. This
is also the point of keenest interest
in the workshop area.
Another type of review workshop
is also used in the square dance picture where a minimum (one or two
only) new ideas a month are looked at.
Stress is put upon reviewing movements already known by the group,
but carried into potentially hard variations from all angles and situations.
These sessions are highly interesting
and chalk iging to the dancers exposed
to this style of workshop. The participants become extremely well-trained
and experienced dancers who enjoy all
dances anywhere because an attitude
of tolerance is shaped by the leader
during the workshops. These dancers
become the real smoothies who accept
each dance attended for what it has to
offer without expecting to learn something new every time they go to a
square dance. The "learning" stages
are left for the workshops as above

described.
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TAG THE LINE VARIATION
by Bob Dawson, Sarasota, Florida
A Tag the line variation, i.e., face
down the line, pass right shoulders, lead
people remain facing out while trailing
people stop in ocean wave line ready
for next command.
EXAMPLES by author:
Head couples star thru
Pass thru, circle to a line
Rollaway, pass thru
% TAG (the line)
Swing thru, turn thru
Centers in, cast off %
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, % TAG
Swing thru, turn thru
Centers in, cast off 3/4
Pass thru, % TAG
Swing thru, turn thru
Centers in, cast off 3/4
Crosstrail thru to left allemande
EXAMPLES by Will Orlich
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, centers run, 3/4 TAG
Swing thru and turn thru, ALL peel off
Lines pass thru, % TAG
Swing thru, turn thru
ALL peel off, Lines pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers turn thru, pass to the center
Square thru % to
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, centers run
% TAG
Clover AND Spin the top, step thru
*Star thru, bend line, crosstrail thru
to left allemande
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Swing thru, centers run
Y. TAG
Clover AND Spin the top, step thru
Swing thru, centers run
TAG
Clover AND Spin the top, step thru
Pass to the center, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, 1/2 TAG
Swing thru, centers run
% TAG, Clover AND swing star thru
Pass to center and box the gnat
Square thru %
To left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Turn thru, % TAG IN
Ends star thru, centers Dixie style to
ocean wave
Left turn thru, slide thru to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers trade, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, % TAG RIGHT
Ends circulate, centers star thru
And cast off %
% TAG RIGHT
Ends circulate, centers star thru
And bend the line
TAG the line IN
Ends only box the gnat
Everybody slide thru and partner trade
Left allemande
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PLAYING AROUND WITH TRADE-BY
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan
Four ladies chain
Sides right and left thru
Heads lead right and circle to a line
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Star thru, pass thru
Trade by and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru go round one to a line
Star thru, pass thru
Pass thru again, trade by
Right and left thru
Pass to the center and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway a half sashay, star thru
Trade by, swing thru double, step thru
Trade by, star thru
Left allemande
Sides right and left thru
All four ladies chain three quarters
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway a half sashay, star thru
Trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top and turn thru
Trade by, circle four
Heads break to a line
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top and box the gnat
Right and left thru
Pass thru, trade by
Circle four, sides break to a line
Rollaway a half sashay
Star thru, trade by
Swing thru double, step thru, trade by
Star thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads crosstrail thru, separate
Go round one into the center, star thru
Centers run, everybody star thru
Trade by, clover and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru go round one
Into the center star thru
Centers pass thru and run
Everybody star thru
Trade by, clover and square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Sides right and left thru
Same ladies chain
Heads right and left thru
Courtesy turn and '/4 more

Girls trade, men fold, star thru
Trade by, clover and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, courtesy turn and 1/4
more
Girls trade, men circulate
Men fold, star thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru %
Left allemande
From Southern California Callers Ass'n.
by Vera Baerg
TRAIL ALONG
One and three do a half sashay
Go forward up and back that way
Pass thru, split the ring, go round two
Stand four in line
Forward eight and back with you
Just the ends pass thru
Gents turn back and follow your girl
Go round two, come into the middle
Do a Dixie chain, girls go left
Gents go right go round one
Into the middle pass thru, go round one
Stand four in line, forward eight
And back with you
Just the ends pass thru
Girls turn back and follow that guy
Go round two, make a right hand star
In the middle of the land
Find your corner
Left allemande
Couple No. 1 out to the right, circle four
No. 1 gent break line up four
Forward four, four fall back
Forward four, four stand pat
No. 3 promenade outside the ring
Three quarters round that's what you do
Behind the line you stand
Forward six and back that way
Girls in the line do a half sashay
Arch in the middle and the ends duck
thru
Everybody do a right and left thru
Dive thru, box the gnat
Face to the middle, a right and left thru
No. 1 couple out to the right,
Circle four to a line
Forward four, four fall back
Forward four, four stand pat
New No. 3 promenade

Outside the ring three quarters round
Stand behind the line
Forward six and back that way
Girls in the line half sashay
Arch in the middle, ends duck thru
Allemande left
One and three swing thru
Boys trade, girls turn back
Wheel and deal to face the same two
Star thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys trade, girls turn back
Wheel and deal to face those two
Star thru, right and left thru
Left allemande
HASHING UP THE NEWER STUFF
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads square thru four hands
Circle to a two-face line
Couples circulate, couples hinge
Triple trade, boys run right
Grand swing thru, barge thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line
Partner tag, girls run
Scoot back, girls run
Star thru, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique
In your own box, scoot back
Eight circulate, cast off %
Girls trade, spin the top
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to a wave, eight circulate
Swing thru, cast off %
Centers trade, ends turn back
Wheel and deal, curlique
Fan the top, boys run
Bend the line, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Curlique, walk and dodge
Boys run, swing thru, centers run
Tag the line, girls peel off and
Bend the line, boys centers in, cast off 1,4,
Star thru, centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
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Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line
Cloverleaf, centers square thru %
Pass thru, roll right to a wave
Centers trade, girls run
Curlique, eight circulate, cast off 3/4
Grand swing thru, boys run
Triple trade, boys run, fan the top
Boys run, bend the line
Star thru, pass to the center
Square thru %
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line
Girls right, boys left
Cast off %, girls run
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Swing thru, centers trade
Centers run, tag the line
Girls out, boys in
Wheel and deal, curlique
Girls trade, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
by Jim Hayes, Wichita, Kansas
Four ladies chain
Send back Dixie style to ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys run left
Couples circulate, bend the line
Left allemande

Head ladies chain
Send back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Sides divide step into big ocean wave
Slide thru, centers star thru
Two ladies chain
Send back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Others divide step into big ocean wave
Slide thru, pass thru
Left allemande

Heads square thru four hands
Slide thru
Two lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls run left
Couples circulate two places
Bend the line
Two ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean
wave
Boys run left, bend the line
Left allemande
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by Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, Fla.
One and three pass thru
Separate, round one, squeeze in
Lines of four go forward and back
Pass thru, ends cross fold
Square thru, count four hands
Ends run, ends fold, Dixie daisy
Cross by the right, 1/2 by the left
Cross by the right, centers out
Ends fold, then box the gnat
Change hands, left allemande
One and three pass thru
Separate, go around one
Into the middle, swing thru
Turn thru, then do-sa-do
Girls hook left, fan chain thru
Boys double circulate, boys fold
Peel off and the girls circulate
Boys trade, cast off 3/4
Just the ends star thru
Same for quarter in
The other for slide thru
Allemande left
One and three fan the top
Pass thru and swing thru
Girls fold, peel off
Couples hinge and trade
Double pass thru, substitute
Centers in and cast off
Star thru, boomerang
Swing thru, turn thru
Allemande left
Head ladies chain across
Chain em back, Dixie style to ocean
wave
Pass thru and star thru
Slide thru, spin chain thru
When you're thru, girls circulate
Girls fold, peel off
Bend the line, slide thru
Allemande left
One and three right and left thru
Same two ladies chain across
Sides spin the top
Turn thru and circle four
Side men break and line up four
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center four swing star thru
Same four partner trade
Then lead right
Allemande left

Heads box the gnat and pull by
Separate go around one
Line up four
Swing thru and don't stop
Spin the top, all eight circulate
Spin chain thru and don't be late
Girls double circulate
Now box the gnat
Then slide thru and barge thru
Star thru and crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads swing thru and spin the top
Then turn thru and centers in
Ends fold and clover leaf
Centers spin the top, pass thru
Step ahead — stop
The others swing thru, boomerang
Star thru, two ladies chain
Slide thru, square thru 34
Left allemande
by Mac Parker, Arlington, Virginia
Heads spin the fop and
Turn thru, circle four
Head men break, line up four
Right and left thru, pass thru
Partner trade and a quarter more
Right and left grand
Heads swing thru, box the gnat
Square thru four hands
Swing thru, box the gnat
Slide thru, pass thru
Partner trade and a quarter more
Star thru and bend the line
Pass thru, partner trade and
A quarter more, right and left grand
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Pass thru, just the girls trade
Just the boys trade
Partner trade and a quarter more
Star thru, bend the line
Pass thru , girls trade
Boys trade
Partner trade and a quarter more
Go right and left grand
Head ladies chain to the right
New head leadies chain across
Heads right and left thru
Pass thru, partner trade and
A quarter more, turn thru and
Slide thru, California twirl
Partner trade and a quarter more

Eight chain two
Go right and left grand
Head men and the corner girl
Go forward up and back
Square thru, count four hands
Split the outsides, go round one
A line of four, then square thru %
Partner trade and a quarter more
Then eight chain four
Go right and left grand
Head ladies chain
All four ladies chain
Heads pass thru
Partner trade and a quarter more
Turn thru and swing thru
Box the gnat, slide thru, pass thru
Partner trade and a quarter more
Star thru, California twirl
Pass thru, partner trade and a quarter
more
Eight chain six, count 'em man
Partner right, right and left grand
SQUARE DANCE magazine WORKSHOP features original material submitted to the editor. New ideas are
presented each month. Mail new and
creative material and questions to
Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor,
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, Box
788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.

BUCKEYE ROUND DANCE POLL
1. Folsom Prison Blues
2. High Society
3. Birth Of The Blues
4. Love For The Two Of Us
5. Lovin Cha Cha
6. Tango Bongo
7. In My Dreams
8. Pillow Talk
9. Real True Lovin
10. Shenendoah Waltz
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The February NEWS column asked
for information on working with emotionally disturbed, depressed or retarded people through square dancing.
This reply is helpful in telling "how"
to work in one of these situations.
Still wanted: more information on
varying groups, and especially resulting
changes and developments following
this kind of therapy.
I have been working with retarded
people at the West Seneca State School
for the past 15 months. This was on a
two hour every other week basis, and
has now expanded to every week for
two hours.
The terminology describing the dancers, who range in age from 20 to 70
years old, is "Well-adult, B Unit, of the
state school, moderately severe mentally retarded, sub-trainable." They
have never had a formal education
program. A few of them have been
able to go with attendants to movies,
bus rides and bowling; the majority
have been strictly spectators, doing
nothing other than sitting in their day
rooms every day. This is a first at the
school with the men and women getting together on a regular basis.
We have about 5 squares on one
Wednesday, and mostly all girls on the
alternate Wednesday. The five square
group is the group I started with, and
we started working with a big circle.
It took at least three sessions with a
lot of help from the attendants to get
them to join hands and circle left and
right. I had some very oblong circles
for quite a spell. The caller has to repeat and repeat and repeat the commands just to encourage the dancers to
join hands.
We taught in a big circle for about
eight weeks using circle left and right,
into the middle with a yell, face your
partner, take both hands, swing. The
group still walk around with hands
5{1

joined, promenade with inside hands
joined, and still have trouble with a
do-sa-do. We also use "everybody hands
high, clap your hands, hands down low,
bump your knees, back to partners,
boompsa-daisy." The caller must give
the dancers plenty of time and repeat
everything.
We finally started working with
squares and it was difficult, even with
at least one attendant in each square.
First I had to teach the attendants,
and let me say that they are very dedicated people who are quite proud of
the dancers because they have accomplished so much from nothing.
To identify position in the square,
couples 1,2,3, and 4 are asked to raise
their hands when their number is
called. I identify 1 and 3 as head couples and 2 and 4 as sides. I identify
their position as their home and tell
them to go to that position after a call.
After approximately 25 weeks of dancing, we can circle left and right, do-sado, swing, promenade, go heads to the
middle and circle once around, then
the sides do the same. Couples 1,2,3,
and 4 can promenade, then heads,
then sides. The question must always
be asked before the call, "Who are the
heads, raise your hands - who are the
sides, raise your hands." The dancers
do boompsa-daisy 1,2,3,4, then heads
then sides, then all four couples. They
can follow "Couple 1 go to 2 and circle four, pick up couple 3, then pick
up couple 4." I tried to teach a grand
right and left but gave it up for a while.
I taught the girls to promenade inside
the wrong way round and the guys
promenade outside, working towards
grand right and left. All I say now is
"girls go, boys go."
We taught a line dance with both
hands joined, boys facing me: step
left, step left, stamp, stamp, stamp;
Continued on page 60
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ACROSS
1. Ladies to the center,
back to the --4. Embarrassment
9. "--- Can I Count On?"
12. "--- You l onesome Tonight?"
13. Callers' payments
---" (Top 25144)
14. "---,
15. Kind of evergreen (2 words)
17. Buffoon
Of An Angel" (singular)
19. "
20. "I'll get the ---- and you get the pole"
21. Imitating
an, prop. of
23. Arline & Kappie
the Record Korral, Seattle
26. "I Found A Million Dollar Baby In
the 5 and 10 ---- Store"
27. Engages a caller for a dance.
28. "--key Pokey"
29. --- the line
30. Sinks the teeth into a cookie
31. "---pity Doo Da"
32. Old Callers (abbr.)
Brown"
33. "Bake Them Hoe
34. "When the Work's All ---- This Fall"
35. Did a "top" figure
37. Bend those
38. Swiss mountains
39. "---- the Knife"
Loves Me"
40. "Normally
42. Dance admittance slips
45. Arctic diving bird
46. Carolina "where the morning glories
around the door"
48. Erode
49. Liquid measure (abbr.)
50. Jerry & Kathy of Cincinnati
51. Saboteur

DOWN
1. --- Nothing, popular workshop name
"You --- The One"
2.
Old S/D favorite about an Indian maid
3.
Most basic basic
4.
5. "---- Your Heart On A Hickory Limb"
Caller Bob P--- of California
6.
7. "Swing For --"
Flees from
8.
Penned a S/D article
9.
10. "--- About That"
11. Do your --- thing
16. Half a quart
18. "Hot ----"
20. "---- Necessities (pl.)
21. Stage star
on earth, and let
22. "Let there be
it begin with me"
23. Played with a flying toy
24. German river
25. Goes about drooping
27. Activities for a vacation (plus dancing)
30. Massachusetts S/D barn
31. Snack -Screaming Yellow
33. Serene
34. Caller Jones or Fleming
36. Escapades
37. Ankle ties for S/D slippers
39. After-refreshment candy
40. Short sleep
41. "--- Of Your Mind"
42. "Wait --- the Sun Shines, Nellie"
43. Spin the --44. "Puttin' On the --le"
47. "While -- Danced, Danced, Danced"
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I
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LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE
Couple No. 1: Abe and Barb Jones
Couple No. 2: Bob and Dora Johnson
Couple No. 3: Dan and Ann 13, own
Couple No. 4: Cal and Carol Smith
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MY BABY — Windsor 4534

Choreography by Ted & Lois Mack

Great music, good flowing intermediate two-step.

ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
MY CHERIE — Grenn 14143
Choreography by Harold & Marie Magers

ML1SC with a different flavor, a good
strong intermediate waltz.
IPANEMA— Grenn 14143
Choreography by Phyl & Frank Lehnert

Good music, an easy intermediate twostep.
OHIO TWO STEP— Grenn 15010
Choreography by Pat & Louise Kimbley

Good "Many Tears Ago" music and a
good basic two step routine.

TAKE TIME OUT— Belco 243
Choreography by Art & Evelyn Johnson

Good peppy music and an easy ROM
type two-step.
WHEN I TAKE MY SUGAR TO TEA—Belco
243; Choreography by Lu & Toni Delson

Good music and a flowing easy twostep.
RAGTIME FROLIC— Windsor 4744
Choreography by Fran & Oscar Schwartz

Ragtime music, hop, skip and a fishtail;
intermediate two-step.
SUNSET WALTZ— Windsor 4744
Choreography by Al Rowland

Quiet music and an easy waltz routine

RHUMBA DE LINDA— Grenn 15010
Choreography by Henry Glass

LITTLE GIRL— Hoctor 681
Choreography by Art & Ruth Youwer

Good peppy Latin music, good basic
rumba routine.... teaching series.

Good big band music; a fast moving
challenging "quickstep."

DRIVIN' HOME— Decca 32679
Choreography by Phil & Tootie Phillips

BESAME MUCHO
Choreography by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist

Great "honky-tonk" music, a threepart really swingin' two-step, features
the "Susie Q."

Good Latin music and a good strong
intermediate to challenging rumba routine.

LA CUMPARSITA— Windsor 4513
Choreography by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist

CHERYL MOANA MARIE— Kapp K2012
Choreography by Harold & Marie Magers

Solid "Tango For Two" music and a
good intermediate routine.

Good pop record (John Rowles vocal)
and a good flowing strong intermediate
two-step iuutine.

TOWN-COUNTRY
•
PETTICOATS •
OVER 70 YARDS AROUND BOTTOM
TWO FLOUNCE, PERMANENT FINISH
NYLON MARQUISETTE
PURPLE
GOLD
ORANGE
•
HOT PINK
BLUE
YELLOW
I GREEN
•
PINK
LILAC
ROYAL BLUE
TURQUOISE
RED
•
LIME GREEN
BROWN
Solid Colors, plus black & white
$15.95
Multi-ColorS (Your choice) — $16.95
Same Style — 50 yard petticoat
$1 less than 70-yard
Send for color samples & combination list
740 Schoelles Rd.
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120
Phone: 533-7095
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H 1 IRLHAT
ED STEPHAN calls

ONE MORE TIME
BLUE RIBBON RECORD 201

DICK HOUL TON calls

BACK POCKET MONEY
Hi-Hat Record 402

Dance Records

SINGING CALLS
ALL RECORDS ARE REVIEWED AND
WORKSHOPPED BY DOUG EDWARDS.
THEY MAY BE PURCHASED FROM:
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 538
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
There has been a definite shortage of
good new hoedowns. in comparison, we receive an average of 20 new singing calls a
month and only about one new hoedown.
Most of the hoedowns are poor to fair, and
we get only one good hoedown about every
four months, and a really great hoedown
about once a year. This month we have received Wagon Wheel hoedown, No. 121,
FREDDIE'S FANCY and BILLY JOHN.
Both sides are great and this hoedown record should take its place as one of the alltime hoedown greats. The hoedown does
not have much melody, but has that great

Wagon Wheel beat. You'll like it.
SINGING YOUR SONG — Wagon Wheel 210
Caller: Jerry Haag
Great music, nice tune, and a dance that has
a bit of a challenge to it, adds up to our pick
of the month as a record that your dancers
will like. Also, this feller Jerry Haag sings it
and swings it. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half way round the ring, down the middle
and square thru four hands, right and left
thru, star thru, square the barge four hands,
swing corner lady and promenade.
HEARTBREAKER— Jay Bar Kay 120
Caller: Ken Anderson
Another fine recording by Kenny Anderson.
We have always considered the meat of any
singing call is in the choreography. If the
dance is no good, then the record is no good.
We can get by with poorer music, but we
lust can't sell poor choreography. We have
always considered Bob Van Antwerp and
Ruth Stillion as the best choreographers of
square dance records, but have not heard
from Bob and Ruth for a couple of years.
But now from his string of fine records we
must consider Ken Anderson as the very
best choreographer of singing calls. Keep up
the good work, Ken, your records will sell.
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands, dosa-do, made a wave, scoot back, boys trade,
boys run, wheel and deal, corner allemande,
do-sa-do your own, swing corner, promenade.
IT'S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME— Greenwood 9002; Caller: Les Roberts
A real good recording. Our dancers loved it.
You can't go wrong with this one. FIGURE:

Sides promenade half way, lead right and
circle to a line, up and back, cross trail thru,
gents star right, girls promenade twice
around, left allemande the corner, keep this
girl, roll promenade.
BIG BLUE EYES— HIHat 401
Caller: Ernie Kinney
A smooth dance with a good figure and fine
music. Called by Ernie Kinney, the dance is
choreographed by Sparky Sparks of Clearlake Highlands. California. A good 'un.
FIGURE: One and three promenade half
way, two and four square thru four hands,
right and left thru with the outside two,
dive thru, star thru, back out and make a
circle, circle eight, left allemande the corner,
do-sa-do your own, swing corner, promen-

ade.
SPARKLE IN YOUR EYES— Windsor 4963
Caller: Earl (Foxie) Fox
Real fine music, good dance. To our knowledge this is Foxie's first recording and a
mighty good one. It is a pleasure to welcome good choreographers to the square
dance field. FIGURE: One and three star
thru, pass thru, sashay thru, wheel and deal,
do-sa-do, make a wave and balance, spin
chain thru, partner turn thru, corner swing,

Promenade.
SQUARE DANCE TONIGHT — Mustang 130

Caller: Bill Wright
A good dance with an alternate figure for
advanced dancing. Two good dances for the
price of one. FIGURE: One and three half
square thru, split the outside two, round
one to a line, up and back, pass thru and
bend the line, box the gnat, right and left
thru, square thru three quarters, swing corner and promenade.ALTERNATE FIGURE
One and three half square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run right, tag the line,
turn right, wheel and deal, box the gnat,
right and left thru, dive thru and pass thru,
swing corner and promenade.
GIVE ME BACK MY HEART—Blue Star
1886; Caller: Marshall Flippo
Nice tune, good music, and an easy relaxing
dance In the Inimitable style of Flippo.
FIGURE: Head couples promenade three
quarters, sides right and left thru, swing
thru and turn thru, left allemande the corner, weave the ring, do-sa-do, corner promenade.
FORTUOSITY— Blue Star 1891
Caller: Bob Fisk
Very good music and a pretty fair easy
dance to go along with it. FIGURE: Heads
promenade three quarters round, two and
four right and left thru, pass thru and swing
thru, boys run right, bend the line, right and
left thru, crosstrail and swing the corner,
left allemande new corner, promenade.
FLOWERS ON THE WALL— Kalox 1114
Caller: Bob Yerington
A good record, but Bob has made better.
Bob is capable of better choreography.
Most callers believe that an eight chain thru
is an out to give the caller a chance to insert
a lot of patter but does not do anything for
a dance. FIGURE: Heads promenade half
way, into the middle and do-sa-do, right and
left thru, square thru four hands, eight
chain thru, meet corner and swing, promenade.
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BYE BYE BLUES— Pilgrim 1004
Callers: Clint McLean & Sue Watson
A duet. It is unfortunate that these fine callers should have picked Bye Bye Blues for
their first attempt at recording, when the
same tune was done so well last month by
Bruce Johnson on his Pulse label. When two
good records are produced to the same tune,
the first one out usually gets all the sales,
and even if the second one is a good number it suffers because of heavy sales that
the first one gets. Very few callers will purchase two records in succession of the same
tune. Try again, kids. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half way, down the middle and
a right and left thru, star thru and pass thru,
do-sa-do the outside two, up and back, right
and left thru, dive thru, pass thru, corner
swing, left allemande and promenade.
TELL ST. PETER— MacGregor 2085
Caller: Kenny McNabb
O.K., Kenny, you tell St. Peter that you
want another cigarette and I'll tell him that
you have real great music and a pretty fair
dance, even if it contains only the old standard basics that have been used so many
times before. Dancers and callers do prefer
a dance with a little challenge. This dance
could be used for beginners. FIGURE: Head
two ladies chain across, one and three slide
thru and do-sa-do, pass thru and swing thru
the outside two, turn thru, left allemande,
do-sa-do the partner, corner swing, promenade.
I GET THE BLUES WHEN IT RAINSRocking A 1352; Caller: Paul Childers
Pretty fair record, but not one of the great
ones. FIGURE: One and three do-sa-do,
swing thru and spin the top, pass thru, split
two around one into the middle with a right
hand star, corners allemande, walk by your
own, swing right hand girl, promenade.
KAW-LIGA— Triangle 101
Caller: Don Stewart
Don has made some really fine records on
Macgregor and Capitol. This is not one of
his great ones. Neither music nor dance is
comparable to his other records. FIGURE:
Circle, allemande corner, do-sa-do your own,
head two gents and corner girl up and back,
square thru four hands, turn thru, left allemande, walk by your own, swing the next
girl, promenade.
MAGGIE— Lore 1124
Caller: Johnnie Creel
Another unfortunate recording made a
month after Top had put out their fine recording of "Young Maggie." The dance on
this "Maggie" is simple but very good: The
music seems to be pitched a little too high
for most callers and even Johnny Creel
seems to be straining the great Creel voice
to make it. FIGURE: Heads square thru
four hands, with the sides make a right hand
star, heads star left in the middle, once
around, pick up the corner girl, back out
and make a ring, circle left ,swing the nearest girl and promenade.
WITH YOU ALONE— Blue Star 1892
Caller: Jim Brower
Not one of Jim's best. Jim is capable of putting out a better dance than this. FIGURE:
Four ladies chain, four ladles chain three
quarters, heads promenade half way, lead
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right and circle to a line, star thru, dive
thru and pass thru, swing corner and promenade.
CARIBBEAN— Mustang 129
Caller: Curtis Thompson
This dance did nothing for our dancers. It
Is not up to usual Mustang standards. FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands, and
with the sides make a right hand star, heads
star left, once around to the corner do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys trade, corner promenade.
I DO MY SWINGING AT HOME— Windsor
4962; Caller: Mary Lindner
Another recording that will do absolutely
nothing but take up space. FIGURE: One
and three square thru four hands, do-sa-do
corner, swing thru, and boys run around
this g1r1, four men circulate and ladles
trade, bend the line, crosstrail, swing corner
and promenade.
THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE—
Bogen 1236; Caller: Red Donaghe
And free would be too much for this re•
cord. The music Is a carbon copy of Blue
Star 1707 as done by Andy Andrus, and the
Andrus recording was better as far as calling
and dance is concerned. We will admit that
the music is great, even If it is a re-run.
FIGURE: One and three promenade half
way, come down the middle with a right
and left thru, square thru four hands, do-sado the corner, make a right hand star, turn
it exactly once around, girls turn around

and swing, promenade.

Iflugtang anb lightning

DECEMBER
28-Jan.2; Year-end F & 5/0 Camp, Monadnock Regional H.S., Keene, NH. Write Ralph
Page, 117 Wash. St., Keene, NH 03431.

MS 127 — AM I THAT EASY TO FORGET
Caller: Chuck Bryant
MS 128 — WONDER COULD I LIVE THERE
Caller: Bill Wright
MS 129 — CARIBBEAN
Caller: Curtis Thompson
MS 130 — SQUARE DANCE TONIGHT
Caller: Bill Wright
(Re-release Mustang 101)
5001 — MEMORIES
by DEWAYNE BRIDGES
6001 — ROCKY MT. DEW
by CHUCK BRYANT

SPRING GULCH SQUARE BARN, New
Holland, Pa. 17557. Ph. (717)354-9692.
TRI-BAR BARN at Port Elgin, Ont. Wynne
Robertson, 589 Sharalin Ct. Burlington,Ont.

•
•
•
•
•
•—
•

EARL JOHNSTON
CHARLIE BALDWIN
M.O. HOWARD
TOM & BETTY JAYNE JOHNSTON
ED JOYNER
DICK LEGER,
and his guitar and orchestra.
if you've heard about this festival
And you want in on the action
Write to: C. Everett Dievendorf,

92 Reed St.
Canajoharle, N.Y. 13317.

•••
•

•
•
•

1•••••••••••••■••••••• •••••:

20th
STAFF CALLERS

er

Betty
& Clancy Mueller
Indianapolis, Indiana
Col.

11.4111;

Frank Bedell
Miramar, Florida

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
BOX 2071 - NEW ORLEANS, LA. 7 0116
JUNE 24 - 25 - 26, 1971

VACATIONING SQUARE & ROUND DANCERS
3rd ANNUAL

sEPTEMBER FEST
When - September 25th thru October 2nd InCiUSIVt.
Where-- Kentucky Dam Village State Park at Gilbertsville,
Kentucky, on Kentucky Lake.
Lodging Any resort, motel, camping area, State Park or
other tourist establishment listed in the Kentucky's
Western Waterland Ass'n. Book.
Housekeeping cottages, off your own campfire, in
Meals—
your trailer or in any of the many restaurants in
the Western Waterland area, including both private
and state operated establishments.
1. Morning Rounds
2. Afternoon Workshops
3 Evening Dances
Preregistration Information

MUSTANG RECORDS
1314 Kenrock Drive
Texas 78227

STAFF:

ADENA RIDGE, Bill Burnside, 1211 Coonpath Rd. N.W., Lancaster, 0.
CHERRY RIDGE CAMPGROUNDS, RD 3,
Honesdale, Pa. 18431.
CHESTNUT LAKE CAMPGROUND, Al
Brundage, P.O. Box 146. Somers Point, N.J.
GRANITE HILL FAMILY CAMPGROUND
Charles Lott, RD 3, Gettysburg, Pa. 17325.

(In memory of MARVIN SCHILLING:
re-release of Marvin's first, LS 501.)

San Antonin.

5th ANNUAL PEACH BLOSSOM
S/D FESTIVAL
MAY 29, 1971
CANAJOHARIE, N.Y.

CAMPSITES

......

LIGNTNIN6

000 0 0 000000410 0000000

VACATION LISTING, Cont'd.

Melvin Roberts
Memphis, Tennessee

P.O. Box 190
Septemberfest Chairman
Phone— 502-436-5414
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Books

WALK NOW, PAY LATER

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIKE 347
pages) The most complete caller textbook
ever written. Ideal training guide for new
Of student callers — or for those who may
be wondering what it's like "On The Other
Side of the Mike." Order from Bill Peters,
5046 Amondo Dr., San Jose, Cal. 95129.
(Si 2.50 pPd.1

AFTER PARTY FUN, $2.50 plus 15(
mailing. Contains two books combined
into one, with new material that will put
life into your club or festival. Edited by
the man who originated after party fun
at dances and festivals. Order from Ray
Smith. Star Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148.
STEP—CLOSE—STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, (64 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week
dancer proven basic course, dance positions,
R/D terminology, mixers, basic styling hints
and helps on teaching. Order from: Frank
Lahnert, 2844 S. 109th St. Toledo, Ohio.

Because of the long list of Vacation listings
in this issue, an Events page has been omitted this month, For information about the
events listed here, write to the contact names
found in the Vacation Listings, page 26.
1971 OFFICERS

Officers for the Indiana S/D callers
Association for 1971 have been elected:
President, Dick Han; Vice-presidents:
Ted Vaile, Ken Webster, John Holman;
Secretary: Phyllis Webster; and Treasurer: Jean Sargent.
Phyllis Webster
VISITORS WELCOME

CHALLENGE & ADVANCED CLUB DANCING: A pocket size (3',4x4Ix) 66 page reference book of the rules for the 150 most
popular high level calls. Starts where the extended 75 club basics end and contains the
new "Experimental 50" and the next 100
most used calls of high level dancing. A must
for club dancers, for these are the calls filtering down from challenge into club dancing. If it's called at a dance, you can bet it
iscine of the 150 calls explained in this book
or you already know it. The pocket size and
hard gloss cover make it perfect to take to
the dance for that extra confidence. Price
only $2.00 from: JIMCO, 6210 S. Webster,
Dept. 2G, Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46807.

•Record•

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16
Bath, Ohio
MISSOURI

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood
St. Louis, Mo. 63119
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Drop in at the air-conditioned K of
C Hall, Granby Rd., Chicopee, Mass.
any Thursday from dune 1 to Sept. 2
for cool dancing to top national callers
and round dance cuers.
Russ & Bobbi Moorhouse
Visitors to the Schroon Lake, N.Y.
area during the Fourth of July weekend
are invited to a One-Night-Stand dance
Friday evening at Village Park in
Schroon Lake, a club-level dance at
Mockingbird Hill, Minerva, on Saturday
evening, another club-level dance on
Sunday afternoon at Leland Center,
Schroon Lake. Callers for these dances
will be Dick Fleming and Les Heaps of
Montreal. Sunday evening all square
dancers are invited to march with the
Northway Squares as they enter a float
in the Schroon Lake Parade.
Mary Jenkins
Summer dances in Omaha are again
scheduled for June 12,16; July 10, 24;
August 14, 21 with Glenn Lapham and
Don Trecek calling. For information
about these air-conditioned dances,
write Glenn Lapham, 4971 So. 42nd
St., Omaha, Nebraska 68107.

In order to establish a perpetual
fund to support square and round dancing in south central Alaska, Jimmy
Carney is attempting a 31 mile walk.
His last effort of this kind earned
$1250 in a 21 mile walk for retarded
children. Any group or sponsor will
pledge a donation based on so much
per mile that Jimmy completes on the
monitored course, and will be notified
of the distance after the day of the
walk. All money received will go into
an audited and certified fund, and
the group making the largest donation
will win a special gift from Alaska. If
this catches your imagination, and you
wish further details, write Jimmy Carney, 125 East Manor Ave., Anchorage.
ANNUAL FESTIVALS

Toledo's annual Promenade Jamboree is the fund-raiser which supports
their monthly magazine distributed
free to all club dancers in the area.
This year's gala event on April 18 at
the Sports Arena features callers and
round dance leaders from three states,
demonstrations, fashion show, exhibit
booths and a used S/D clothing booth,
the proceeds of which go to the retarded children's summer camp.
The 12th Tulip Time Festival will
be held at the West Ottawa High
School gym, in Holland, Michigan, on
May 15. Caller will he Tommy Stoye,
with rounds by Sam & Thelma Nay.
An annual feature of the dance is an
exhibition by the Wooden Shoe Klompen Dancers.

ecords •

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION

"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing"
(SIO Label) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Write to: Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru, Whittier,
California 90605 for descriptive literature.

S/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS — Colorful and
eyecatching seals on your correspondence
are an invitation to square dancing. Order
from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis,
Tenn. 38118. Samples on request. One
sheet 1501— 50E; Three sheets 1150)— $1;
Ten sheets— $3; Twenty — $5.00; Special
discount on 100 sheets for club resale.

Notes
CHOREO GUIDELINE
A NEW 5-times-a-year NOTE SERVICE
offering new, fresh material to be used at
the 50 or 75 basic programs. No "new
basics" — just standard movements with
new variations. Also includes a "SPOTLIGHT" fi5ure broken down into infinite
variations to show you how to write your
own material.
MAILED: Jan., Mar., May, Sept., and Nov.,
FROM: WILL ORLICH
$5.00 per year.
Box 8577 — Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, Florida 33505

20TH NATIONAL CONVENTION

As the time for New Orleans' big
event draws closer, the committee announces that they are busy finalizing
a program which will appeal to all dancers. Alvin and Mildred Boutillier, vicechairmen in charge of round dancing,
have scheduled the first event, a TrailEnd round dance on June 23, in the
Jung Hotel. To date 74 round dance
teachers are signed up to teach 50 to
55 new numbers, which are top dances from every part of the U.S.

REPRINTS
Reprints of our very-well-received
March feature entitled "Triumph= Try
& A Little Oomph" are available. Send
a stamped return envelope and 5E for
each copy up to 5 copies, 30 each if
you order more than 5.
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These five albums are designed to be a "How-to-do-it" series in square dancing. The series is a graduating one, varying in difficulty from album to album,
and also from selection to selection within each album. Each album includes
one selection without calls, thus permitting the instructor or one of the dancers
to obtain experience in calling,
Each album contains fully illustrated instructions, and is available separately
at 45 rpm
The series was edited and recorded by Professor
Richard Kraus, Teachers College, Columbia University.
ALBUM No. 1 (Ages 8 to 10; Grades 3 and 4)
Shoo Fly; Duck for the Oyster; Red River Valley; Girls to the Center; Take a Peek; Hinkey
Dinkey Parlez•vous; Divide the Ring; The Noble Duke of York; Little Brown Jug (without calls)
EEB-3000 (45);
ALBUM No. 2 (Ages 10 to 12: Grades 5 and 6)
Skating Away; Life on the Ocean Wa ✓e; Swing at the Wall; Nellie Gray; Form an Arch;
Uptown and Downtown; Double Sashay; Bow Belinda; Angelworm Wiggle (without calls)
EEB-3001 (45);

• ..

ALBUM No. 3 (Ages 12 to 14; Grades 7 and 8)
Sicilian Circle; Right Hand Star; Captain Jinks; Lady Go Halfway 'Round; Down the Line;
Coming 'Round the Mountain; Pass tne Left Hand Lady Under; Virginia Reel; Four and
Twenty (without calls)
EEB-3002 (45);

~•~+r
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ALBUM No. 4 (Ages 14 to 16; Grades 9 and 10)
Pattycake Polka; Swing Like Thunder; First Girl to the Right; Grapevine Twist; Dip and Dive;
Texas Star; My Little Girl; Going to Boston: Ragtime Annie (without calls)
EEB•3003 (45);

ALBUM No. 5 (Ages 16 to 18; Grades 11 and 12)
Shake Them 'Simmons Down; When Jchnny Comes Marching Home; Wearing of the Green;
Quarter Sashay; Hot Time in the Old Town; Four Bachelor Boys; When the Work's All Done
This Fall; Haymaker's Jig; Miss McLeod's Reel (without calls)
EEB-3004 (45);

S3.49 each album
S13.00 complete set (5 albums)
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NORTH PULASKI ROA:, CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60639
A C 312 27-11017
;PEN MON A THURS EVE
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FOR BASIC DANCE STEPS
For the beginner student, or students who have difficulty keeping
time or dancing to music. On these wonderful records we have
recorded, over the music, the electronic "beep" signal which gives
the student the correct rhythm of the basic step of the dance.
Record has three separate bands, regular tempo, slow and very
slow. Beep signal on very slow tempo only. The description of
basic step is printed and illustrated on back of each record
jacket. Beautifully packaged in color jackets. Available for Cha
Cha, Rumba, Lindy, Waltz, Foxtrot and Samba. This is the ideal
way to learn the basics of social dancing.

45 RPM $1.50 Each

74
1614

Al

74

eeate4
"Chicago's Friendliest Record Stott"

1614

NORTH PULASKI RIAD CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 68639
OPEN NON. A MRS. EVE.
A/C 312 221-1012
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CHILDREN'S PAGE

Billy and Sue Miller
B. & S.
SQUARE DANCE SHOP
MAGNET, INDIANA 47555
PHONE: (8121 843-2491

First you find a partner
Then you get in a square
After that you start dancing — Oops
We need one more couple there!
When you have four couples
You start to dance the calls,
But one thing you mustn't forget
Is who's the head of the hall.

The shoe most square
dancers wear. 1/4" heal
with elastic binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep.
Black and White $7.95
Yellow, Pink
8.95
and Orange
Silver and Gold
9.95
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med.
and Narrow Plus .35 postage
erz-P1V.

When you have it straight
And you know what's going to happen
You'll want to go to different clubs
And you will end up clapping.
by Alice Beth Melchiore (age 12)
from Pen-Del-Fed-Facts
When I was four years old, my father had a bunch of people over our
house. I didn't know what was going
on. After a while, he started to sing,
"Swing, do-sa-do," and a lot more.
About one year later, he taught me
how to do these things. It was fun!
Pretty soon I started to do harder
things, but it isn't that hard after you
know how to do it. After I took 20
weeks of classes, I got a diploma for
passing the test. If you really enjoy it
you would go about four times a week,
and then you would get enough people to become a club. You would need
at least eight people to be in a club. I'm
in a club called Family Squares.
by Brenda Litman
Written at Age 9
FEEDBACK, Coned.

step right, step right, stamp, stamp,
stamp; Kick, kick, kick, and either
swing or do-sa-do. I use Swanee River
for this slowed down to 40 on my Clinton. I run square dancing music at
about 43.
We have a pop and cookie break in
the middle, and I go home thoroughly
exhausted, but pleased with the wonderful reception I always receive there.
Joe Reilly
Orchard Park, N. Y.
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Stretch Pants - cotton
medium and knee length.
9 rows of 11/2" lace
o- knee length ord 8
rows on medium length.
White, black, pink, yellow, orange, blue, red
and multicolor.
Size S—M—L—XL
$5.99 ea. 2 Pr. $11.00
Plus 354 postage

Dealer inquiries welcome on petti-panty
Indiana residents add 2% sales tax

Cat

teen

Cal will be calling in the
following areas in 1971:
MARCH
3 Hot Springs, Ark.
o Independence, Mo.
10 Hot Springs, Ark.
13 Little Rock, Ark.
17 Hot Springs, Ark.
20 Boonville, Ind.
24 Hot Springs, Ark.
27 Des Moines, la.
28 Omaha, Neb.
APRIL
15 Muskegon, Mi.
2 Kettering, Ohio
16 Clinic & Workshop
3 New Albany, Ind.
Callers Assoc.—Battle
4 Kent, Ohio
Creek, Mi.
10 Jamesville, N.Y.
19 Hot Springs, Ark.
14 Clinton, N.Y.
22 New Iberia, La.
16-17 Bay Path Barn 26 Hot Springs, Ark.
Boylston. Mass.
29 Little Rock, Ark.
18 W. Boylston, Mass. JUNE
21 Hot Springs, Ark.
24 Little Rock, Ark. 5 Colorado Springs, Co.
28 Hot Springs, Ark. 8 Gillete, Wyo.
16 Seattle, Wash.
30 Fairfield, Conn.
18 Trail, B.C. Canada
MAY
19 Penticton, B.C.
1 Fairmont, W.V.
24-26 20th National S/D
7 Espyville, Pa.
Convention, New Or11 Midland, MI.
leans, La.
14 Battle Creek, MI. 30 Hot Springs, Ark.
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE:
Sharon Golden
300 Elmhurst
Hot Springs, Ark. 71901
PHONE: 501-624-7274

FUN AND FELLOWSHIP
The Square Dancers' Reference (1970)
by Bob & Norma Rohloff, Editors
This book was compiled to provide dancers with as much general basic information on all subjects of interest as possible. It is a wonderful example of what an area organization
can do for its new dancers, for this 138
page book is given to every member of
the graduating classes. The material is
a collection of articles that are especially pertinent to newcomers into the
activity, including several from this
magazine. Even the advertisements that
help defray the costs of publishing are
placed by businesses that serve square
dancers.
Chapter One is on Square Dance
It contains
Etiquette and Image.
twelve articles, such as Ten Commandments for Square Dancers, Ways of Bejng a Good Dancer, How To Treat A
Caller's Wife, and others. The chapter
on Sewing Hints gives instructions for

making a flip cape, three-tiered skirt,
blouses, petticoats, stretch pettipants
and a knitted capelet. The other twelve
chapters also provide as thorough and
complete information on the following
subjects: Proper Fashions; Where To
Buy Square Dance Fashions; Fun Badges and Parties; Why Join A Club, and
Types of Clubs; Why Organizations;
Festivals, Conventions and Vacations;
History of Square Dancing; Square
Dance Publications and Services;
Round Dancing; Levels; Where To Find
Dances; Definitions and Abbreviations
of Square Dance Terms.
.The Denver area dancers are fortunate in having this service given to
them by dedicated members of their
area council.
Published by Denver Area S/D Council, Inc.
P.O. Box 1334, Denver, Col o.130201
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25C PER LETTER

WE USE CUP TYPE IMPORTED AUSTRALIAN RHINESTONES
BLACK OR WHITE BADGE WITH CHOICE OF STONE COLOR
SAPPHIRE BLUE BLACK DIAMOND EMERALD GREEN -. PERIDOT GREEN
CAPRI BLUE OLIVINE
CRYSTAL
TOPAZ - RUBY RED - ROSE - JONQUIL - AMETHYST -. AQUAMARINE OR AURORE BOREALE
One Geier Stone Per Badge
Letters Approx. 3,1" Tall - Badge Sized To Fit Name

The MAREX

"Send for Free Catalogue on Badges, Stickers. Accessories, etc." Ilex 371,

CO.

Chompsion, Illinois 61120
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE •
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP 52.00 Modern progressive lines, circles and squares.
Contras to please today's dancers.

SIGN-OFF WORD
* * *
* * * *
"Man is born to live, to make the most out of life,
to find joy and pleasure and satisfaction out of the
beauty of nature and the blessings he has on earth."

.spar-V-SIDEs.
a
nd 01' tl et :avtuo,,s

FOR SQUARE DANCERS
SPLIT-YER--SIDES (150 cartoons) $1.50
ppd. Miles of smiles for dancers and callers.
Reprints from New England Caller and
SQUARE DANCE.

Quoted from a student's paper by Perley Ayer
.7

90/10 Badge--Identification for callers who
will cater to 90% of floor at all times, 50t

0.c=0==.04=allx=10
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SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING

SING-ALONG CALLS (30 pages) $2.00
Adaptations of popular recordings for easy
level dancing.

FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA for square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128 St. (759-8131)
N. Miami, Fla. 33161

CALLERS CLINIC 55.00. 60 pages of caller
class material, much choreography, examples
and systems for callers at any stage .

SQUARE DANCE CORNER (565-3781)
2435 No. Dixie Highway
Wilton Manors, Florida

ORDER FROM THIS P 0 BOX 788
SANDUSKY, OHIO
MAGAZINE
44870

YOUR FRIENDLY ONE-STOP SHOP

INDIANA
50 EXPERIMENTAL
BASICS, S3.00 ppd.
by Will Orlich. NOW
a guide to the best
basics beyond the 75
basic plateau for advanced club level
use. A MUST BUY
for TODAY's leader.

STILL AVAILABLE--DANCER CUTOUTS
ON CARDBOARD FOR DECORATING
HALLS--3 SIZES--See June '70 ad, or earlier.

DO-CI DO DOLORES
More than 100 newest
cartoons for all ages.
S2.00 postpaid

and other car.o`,..),ps

SPECIAL REPRINTS
Almost double size
reprints of covers of
Oct. '69, Jan. '70, &
May, '70 (Alaska),
others, plus ppg.26
& 27 cartoon feature
of Mar. '70 ...SI. ea.

/

4,7..13 :1111111`.1

SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS
Postag• it paid
10 0 EACH
25 or more .
ALSO
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS

ASK ABOUT
QUANTITY
PRICES

CARTOON POSTERS AS SHOWN
IN CENTER OF OUR JUNE. '69
ISSUE --SIZE 11x17" ALL 8--$5.

OHIO
BELT & BUCKLE Western Shoppe
32380 Center Ridge - West on Rt. 20
N. Ridgeville, Ohio 44035
NOTHING BUT THE BEST

MICHIGAN

ALLEMANDE SHOP (219-663-2476)
250 North Main St.
Crown Point, Ind. 46307

RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit, Mich. 48209

Our business- Square Dance Clothing

Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes

8-BAR B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
1538 Main St. (Speedway)
Indianapolis, Indiana 46224

PENNSYLVANIA

Everything, plus Fabrics, Trims, Patterns!

Cassidy's Presque Isle Trailer Park
Ed & Marea's Western Wear & Records
317 Peninsula Dr. on Rte. 832
Erie, Pa. 16505

OHIO

WEST VIRGINIA

Hergatt's Western Shop
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857

Square Dance & Western Shop
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd. - Rt. 1
Weirton, W. Va. 26062

EVERYTHING WESTERN I
Z
ik

Newcombs and parts in stock

SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route 3, Meadowdale
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554

Records available, too!

Complete Line for Square Dancers
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TAKE A SQUARE DANCE VACATION (See pages 26-29)
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SINGING YOUR SONG
by JERRY HAAG and the
VVAGONMASTERS

W W 121

BILLY JOHN /
FREDDIE'S FANCY
HOEDOWNS by the WAGONMASTERS

P.O. Box 364
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Arvada, Colorado

